














the crew 

Lef t :  A flight meteorologist 
observes the ocean from 600 
feet. Above: An  ADRC com- 
putes  the  amount o f  fuel re- 
maining  after 14 hours in the 
air.  Right: A crewmember is 
reflected in  the screen o f  a 

long-range radarscope. 

powerful  long-range  radar in the VW 4  aircraft  per- 
mits observations of cloud  conditions over a  200,- 
000  square mile area.  One  flight  by  these  special 
Navy planes  can  obtain  information on 1,500,000 
square miles of ocean. 

HE ASSEMBLING of weather  predictions, by Navy 
Tand ESSA scientists, is the judicious application of 
long experience at  ferreting  out  small  clues  and  piec- 
ing  them  together  with  related  weather data. 

No one knows  exactly what  causes  a  hurricane  to 
form. A sudden  drop in atmospheric  pressure  at  the 
surface of the sea, and a  one-  to  three-degree  tem- 
perature  increase at 20,000  to  40,000  feet  about 24 
hours before the  disturbance  develops  are  thought  to 
be  factors in the formation of hurricanes. 

However,  these  factors  could  very well be  measur- 
able  symptoms of another  effect  which  actually 
triggers  the storm’s increase  to  hurricane  force. It is 
believed the interaction of low and high  altitude 
winds determines  the  intensity of a  hurricane. 

“We’ve learned  a lot about  hurricanes in recent 
years,”  said  Dr. R. Cecil Gentry, chief of ESSA’s 
Miami-based  National  Hurricane Research Labora- 
tory, “but  there is still more  unknown about  them than 
known. 

“Because of these  unknowns, it is necessary  to view 
a  hurricane  as  a  heat  engine,  powered  by  temperature 
changes and driven  by the  wind.  There  are  a host of 
very delicate  conditions  that  must be satisfied  before 
the  atmosphere can produce  a  hurricane,”  he  said. 

“The  heat  engine  seems  to  be  both  highly  unreli- 

able  and  inefficient, but  the  fact  that it works cannot 
be  denied,”  Dr.  Gentry  said.  “The  relative  infrequen- 
cy of hurricanes  indicates that  many  a  potentially 
dangerous  one  ends  early as a misfire at sea.” 

HE HEAT ENGINE of a  hurricane  functions like a 
Tgiant chimney.  Winds  hundreds of miles away  from 
land  flit across the  sea,  warmed by  a  hot  summer  sun, 
and slowly rise higher  and  higher  into  the  atmos- 
phere. 

The warm  air is replaced at  the bottom of the 
chimney  by cooler air and is carried  westward  by  the 
trade winds. If this  westward moving wind and  east- 
ward moving wind  meet,  they  could  generate  a  circu- 
lar wind  action.  Given the right  temperature  and  at- 
mospheric pressure-plus the  unknown  force or  forces 
needed as a  triggering mechanism-a hurricane is 
born. 

As the warm  air rises, taking  with  it vast amounts 
of evaporated  water  picked up from the  sea,  the high 
speed  winds  force it to  higher  altitudes  and  into 
widening circles around  the storm  center. 

The circular  winds will rotate  tighter  and  tighter, 
higher and  higher,  until a  chimney is formed  20,000 
to  60,000  feet  high.  These  winds  reach  their  greatest 
speeds at  the  center  edge called the eye-wall. 

The eye or center,  averaging  about  14 miles  in di- 
ameter,  has relatively calm winds.  This is the area of 
the  hurricane  that is most deceptive,  giving  people 
the erroneous impression the storm has  passed.  How- 
ever, the winds will strike  again  with equal force from 
the opposite  direction as the eye passes. 
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Lef t :   Dr .  R. Cecil Gentry,  Director of  ESSA 
at  Miami, directs man’s most  ambitious 
attack on nature,  Project Stormfury. Above: 
A  Navy  navigator ploh  the  position  of  a 

hurricane  in  the  Coribbean. 

winds are  to hit the coast,  then the  hurricane  watch 
notice will  also contain  gale-force  wind  warnings. 
Local  warning  information  and  recommended  emer- 
gency  procedures  are also added. 

When  the  hurricane is expected to reach the coast 
within 24 hours, the  hurricane  watch  notice is chang- 
ed to a  hurricane  warning  for  the  area  expected  to  be 
hit,  The  watch is maintained  for  areas in the  path 
and  changed to “warnings”  as the storm draws  nearer. 

Due  to  the  erratic behavior of a hurricane,  the 
84-hour  notice is subject  to  error in predicting  the 
exact  point the  center of the storm will pass. This 
margin of error  averages 120 miles. As the storm  nears 
land,  this  error  becomes less and less. 

“There is reason to  hope this  predicted  error  can 
be  cut in half  soon,”  said Dr.  Gentry. 

W H E N  A HUHRICANE warning is issued,  it is time 
for the  people in the area  to  prepare  for  the 

worst and  hope  for  the  best. It’s time  to  make  sure 
there is a  supply of food on  hand ( a  type  that re- 
quires  little or  no  cooking is best). 

A good supply of fresh water  should be stored  in 
containers that will not be  contaminated from  rain 
and  waves.  Plenty of good water is essential. A per- 
son can  get  along  without food longer than  he can 
without  water. 

The family car should be filled  with gas before 
the storm hits. New batteries  should  be 011 hand for 
flashlights and  portable radios. The  portable radio 
may be  the only  contact  with  the  outside  world  for  a 
considerable  time.  Every family should  have one. 

These  precautions  are  vital  since  it  might be days 
or  even weeks before  conditions  return  to  normal. It 
is better  to be prepared  and not need  any of the 
equipment  than  to need it and not have  it. 

Any  loose objects  out of doors  should  he  stored  in- 
side  or tied down so they will not be blown around or 
washed  away.  These loose objects can be lethal. A 
light  garbage  can lid, propelled  by the force of a  hur- 
ricane, can cut down  a  goodsized  tree. 

When a  hurricane  warning is issued, it is advisable 
to  keep  abreast of the storm’s  position and condition 
by  listening to the  frequent radio or  television bul- 
letins. 

I F  A HURRICANE  WARNING iS issued for yoLlr area, 
above all, stay  calm.  Listen  to and follow tile  ad- 

vice of the experts,  and you stand a good chance of 
pulling  through  with  only  minor damage or injury. 

Don’t venture  outside  until the  hurricane has pass- 
ed completely.  Beware of the calm eye. It will pass ill 
a  few  minutes and  the  wind will hit  again. 

When  the  storm  has  passed, avoid  loose or  dangling 
electrical wires. Stay out of the disaster  area. Unless 
you are  qualified  to  help, you  may hamper rescue 
work. You will be advised  when to reenter  the  area. 

Dr. Gentry’s hurricane  research  team  and  the Navy 
are  trying to find ways to  stop  or  at least lessen the 
damage. Hopefully, in a  few years these  tempests of 
the  warm seas, these  children of the  tropic  oceans, 
will be light  winds,  rains, and forces for  man to fear 
no  more. 

-Story and photos by PH1 Don Grantham, USN 
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WELL DONE 

COHOES 
u ss COHOES (ANL  78), a  submarine  netlayer con- 

verted to a salvage ship, has been presented the 
Meritorious Unit  Commendation for her work off the 
coast of the Republic of Vietnam. 

After a 22-year retirement in the Mothball Fleet, 
this proud World War I1 veteran is  in action  again. 

Late in 1967, someone with  a  perceptive eye noted 
that  the horn-bowed  ship  might easily be converted 
into  a salvage vessel. As a result Cohoes has  been sal- 
vaging damaged  craft and maintaining offshore fuel 
lines along the coast and  up  the  inland waterways of 
the I Corps  Tactical Zone (the five northernmost 
provinces of the Republic of Vietnam). 

On  20 September,  a new pennant graced the  yard- 
arm of Cohoes, that of the Navy’s Meritorious IJnit 
Commendation (MUC).  The citation,  signed by Sec- 
retary of the Navy  John H. Chafee, commended  the 
ship  and  her  43-man  crew. 

During  the  period from July 1968 to April 1969, 
“uss Cohoes has met all her  commitments in conduct- 
ing  salvage  operations  and  the  repair of petroleum 
seaload lines throughout the I Corps  Tactical Zone.” 

Since July 1968 Cohoes has accounted  for  a million- 
dollar savings in salvaged equipment.  In many cases, 
she has been  the only effective means of clearing ob- 
structions from the heavily used water supply routes 
and channels of I Corps. Cohoes has salvaged  numer- 
ous Navy utility craft  damaged by enemy action and 
typhoons. The installation and maintenance of fuel 
lines offshore have become one of her  regular  duties. 
These fuel lines  allow oceangoing tankers to offload 
via pipelines. 

The Commander of the U. S .  Naval Support Ac- 
tivity (NSA)  Da  Nang, Rear Admiral E. P. Ronner, 
in  presenting  the  MUC  to  the men of Cohoes, referred 
to their  accomplishments  as the work of “real pro- 
fessionals.” 

E QUIPMENT aboard  the revamped vessel includes 
three powerful winches, special  non-drag  anchors, 

a  diver decompression chamber,  and below the 
waterline,  a sonar dome which gives a detailed  “pic- 
ture” of sea and river bottom  terrain. An unusual nlo- 
tor  and  athwartships propeller assembly, installed at 

the bow, adds  thrust to port or starboard in salvage 
operations. Cohoes can  lift and  pull  100 tons. 

Lieutenant  Commander Melvin D. Harkness, the 
Commanding  Officer of the 167-foot ship, saw Cohoes’ 
operations as an  experiment.  “We  knew  we  were go- 
ing to be  watched closely,” he says. “The crew  trained 
thoroughly  before coming to Vietnam.” Since her ar- 
rival in July 1968, Cohoes has proven entirely  capable 
as a  salvager  and more successful and versatile at  the 
job th,an was expected.  “For  instance,” continues 
LCDR  Harkness, “the bow thruster-this ship is the 
first U. S.  Navy vessel to  have one-will be  included 
on all salvage ships built by the Navy in the  future.” 

Cohoes hasn’t been  resting on her  oars since she 
was  nominated for the  hlUC  award.  During  the  two 
weeks  just prior to  the  presentation, Cohoes’ crew re- 
paired  fuel lines and buoys and removed three 100- 
ton barges  that  were blocking the channel at Cua 
Viet, an NSA detachment six miles below the DMZ. 

ASSIGNMENTS for  the salvage ship  are  often  as  dan- 
gerous 2s they  are long and tedious. Her scubn 

divers must work  in surging  currents  and zero-visibili- 
ty  water  with  acetylene cutting torches around jag- 
ged,  twisted  wreckage. Occasionally, sharks and sea 
snakes are  a  threat.  The  ship has never listed a  combat 
casualty in her  operations in  shallow I Corps coastal 
and river waters  where  sniping and rocket attacks  are 
common, but  her log does record a few close calls. 

On one occasion, North Vietnamese troops fired 
rocket volleys at Cohoes’ position  as she  was  anchored 
and rigged for salvage near the mouth of the Cua 
Viet  River. Noting that  the missiles were being 
“walked”  toward her  and  drawing closer with each 
hit,  the  skipper wasted no time in hauling in gear, 
steaming out of the river only minutes ahead of two, 
more  accurately  aimed 122-mm rockets. 

On “loan” to NSA Da Nang from the  Command- 
er of the Pacific Fleet Service Force, Cohoes has 
chalked LIP an impressive record of utility craft  and 
barges  saved,  channels  cleared, and  fuel lines  re- 
paired.  The work  is an essential part of the NSA 
mission of keeping the ground forces of I  Corps well 
supplied  with necessary material  and  equipment. 





USS Henry E. Yarnell (DLG 17) underway after recommissioning in July 1969. 

claiming as her  motto, “Swift and  Lethal,” was  com- 
missioned  on 17  October  at  the Boston,  Mass.,  Naval 
Shipyard. 

uss Welch (PG 93)-Designed for speeds of more 
than 35 knots, this new  aluminum  hull  motor  gunboat 
was built for coastal or interior  water  patrol,  blockade 
and surveillance duty. She  measures  164  feet  long  and 
is powered by a  gas  turbine jet engine. Her crew  con- 
sists of four officers and  23 enlisted  men. She was 
commissioned  on 8 September  at  the Boston yard. 

uss Harry E.  Yarnell (DLG 17)-Yarnell is the 
second  modernized  guided missile frigate  to  be recom- 
missioned by the Navy. Originally commissioned  in 
1963,  she  operated  with  the  Fleet for five years before 
she  commenced  her  face-lifting.  During  her  modern- 
ization,  new  radars and  the Naval  Tactical  Data Sys- 
tem were  installed,  giving the ship  one of the most 
modern weapons systems in the fleet  today. Her  arma- 
ment includes the Terrier  surface-to-air missiles, anti- 
submarine rockets (Asroc), antisubmarine  torpedoes, 
and conventional  guns.  Manned  by  390 officers and 
crewmen, Yarnell is 533 feet  long and displaces  more 
than 8000 tons fully  loaded.  She was  recommissioned 
on 12 July at Boston. 

uss Mobile (LKA 115)-Newest of the Navy’s 
amphibious  cargo  ships, Mobile  was built  to  transport 
and  land  combat vehicles, cargo and landing  craft in 
support of amphibious  assault  operations.  She  measures 
575  feet long, 82 feet  wide, and displaces  18,600 tons 
fully  loaded. Her  crew consists of 25 officers and  311 
crewmen.  She is the fourth ship  to  bear  the  name 
Mobile-first  was a Civil War sidewheel  steamer; 
second,  a  troop  transport of World  War I; and  third,  a 
light  cruiser ( C L  63) which  earned  10  battle  stars 
during  the Pacific WW I1 campaign.  The commission- 
ing  ceremony was held on 20  September  at  the Norfolk 
Naval  Shipyard,  Portsmouth, Va. 

uss Grayling (SSN 646)  and uss Seahorse  (SSN 
669)-These two  nuclear  attack  submarines  are similar 
in size, displacement and  complement,  measuring  292 
feet long, with  a  submerged  displacement of 4600 tons, 
and a  crew of 12 officers and  95 enlisted  men. 

Grayling,  third  submarine  to  bear the  name  of  a 
trout-family  fish, was  commissioned  on 11 October  at 
the Naval  Shipyard in Portsmouth, N. H. The first 
Grayling (SS 18) saw duty  with  the  Atlantic  Torpedo 
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Fleet  before  being decommissioned  in January  1922. 
The World War I1 Grayling ( S S  209) received six 
Pacific  Campaign  battle  stars  and  recorded  five major 
sinkings totaling  20,575 tons before  she was  lost  on 
her  eighth  war  patrol. SSN 646 is serving  with  Sub- 
marine Division 42,  homeported in Charleston, s. C. 

c HARLESTON IS ALSO HOME for the  third  ship  named 
Seahorse  which was  commissioned on 19 Sep- 

tember in Groton,  Conn.  The first  Seahorse was a 
one-gun  schooner  used  against the British in 1812. 
The second was a  submarine, SS 304,  which won nine 
Pacific battle  stars  and  sank  20  enemy  ships  during 
WW 11. She was  decommissioned in 1967. 

Both Grayling and Seahorse, in addition  to  being 
nuclear  powered,  are  designed  with  four  torpedo  tubes 
each and  are  equipped with  submarine rocket 
weapons. 

Meanwhile,  ship  designs on drawing  boards  continue 
to  take  form in the nation’s shipyards. 

Scheduled  to join the  Fleet  later this year,  one of 
the Navy’s newest  nuclear  attack  submarines,  Trepang; 
was launched in September at Groton,  Conn.  She is 
a  Sturgeon-class  ship  measuring  292  feet.  Named  after 
the sea cucumber,  a  muscular sea creature  found in all 
seas at  great  depths,  Trepang is the second  submarine 
to  bear  the  name.  The first Trepang (SS 412)  de- 
stroyed  23,850 tons of enemy  shipping  in  five WW I1 
Pacific war  patrols. 

E LSEWIIERE,  a  285-foot,  2600-ton  Hydrographic  snr- 
vey ship was launched in October  at Bay City, 

Mich. 
Designated as USNS Wyman  (T-AG 34) ,  the  ship 

will be  manned  by  a civilian crew of 12 officers and 31 
crewmen from the Military Sea  Transportation  Service, 
and  equipped with  accommodations  for  a  scientific 
crew of 28.  The scientists and technicians will be as- 
signed  from the U. s. Naval  Oceanographic  Office 
which will have  technical  control of the ship. 

Wyman is equipped with  a  31-foot  hydrographic 
survey  boat and such  oceanographic devices as Nansen 
bottles,  reversing  thermometers, corers, trawls, and 
underwater  cameras in addition  to  electronic data col- 
lection and processing instruments. 
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Wyman’s hydrographic data  acqusition system  is de- 
signed with precision wide-beam and narrow-beam 
echo sounders; shallow water echo sounders;  magne- 
tometers; gravity meters;  data logging, processing and 
navigational computers; and  navigational receivers for 
raydist, loran, satellite, and very low frequency (VLF) 
signal reception.  The  ship will  also be fully equipped 
with materials for setting up temporary  electronic 
navigational networks for conducting precision surveys 
in remote regions of the  world. Deck machinery, such 
as winches, cranes and  davits, .is designed  to handle 
the  electronic sensor cables and wire rope needed for 
over-the-side  oceanographic work. 

T-AGS 34 is the first ship  named in honor of Rear 
Admiral Robert H. Wyman, USN (1822-1882), 
known for his professional and scientific achievements 
in navigation. 

The admiral’s directorship of the Hydrographic Of- 
fice from 1870 to 1878 was of great  importance to 
the Navy and  to  seafaring men in general. 

Up  through the Civil War,  the Navy did only a 
relatively limited amount of its own  charting,  depend- 
ing mostly on British and  other foreign governments 
For its navigational chart  requirements.  However,  un- 
der Admiral Wyman’s direction,  the  Hydrographic 
Office began  a systematic and  sustained program of 
worldwide surveying and  charting, which will  soon be 
enhanced  by the activities of the  ship  that now bears 
his name. 

T H E  COMBAT STORES SHIP USS W h i t e  PlUinS (AFS 4), 
one of  a  new  breed of fast,  multiproduct  supply 

ships, completed her first tour on the combat line 
last fall, replenishing 7th  Fleet  units  operating off 
the coast of Vietnam. 

She is the first Navy  ship equipped with a fully 
automated propulsion control system. This system al- 
lows the  engines  to  be controlled directly from the 
bridge,  thereby  requiring only a  handful of men to 
operate consoles  in the  air-conditioned engineroom 
spaces. 

I n  the ship’s supply department,  a computer keeps 
tab on the more than  700,000 items W h i t e  Plains 
carries on board.  Within minutes after  a customer 
ship places an order,  the  computer can indicate  the 
storage  point, total up  the bill and  adjust  the  inven- 
tory. 

When  it comes time to transfer the goods, W h i t e  
Plains offers two transfer alternatives:  the  traditional 
underway  replenishment (unrep)  method, using trans- 
fer lines between the two ships; or, the vertical re- 
plenishment (vedrep)  method, using two Sea  Knight 
UH-46D helicopters assigned to the  ship. 

Automatic winches and ram tensioning are two in- 
novations that  help  reduce problems of unreps for 
W h i t e  Plains when in heavy seas. Ram tensioning 
keeps the  transfer lines taut, lessening the  effect of 
the ship’s  motion on the sea and  cutting down on 
product loss or damage. 

According to reports, vertical replenishment is the 
more popular  method of delivering  supplies  to  cus- 
tomers. By using cargo  nets, the ship’s  helos can 
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carry  cargo  great  distances,  enabling the customer 
ship  to  continue  her  regular  course or  mission with 
minimum interruption. 

OON OTHER NEW smPs--Some first of a line-will 
begin to log cruise miles as they join the  Fleet. 
For  example,  scheduled for delivery  to the Navy 

sometime  early this year is the  submarine  tender L. Y. 
Spear  (AS 38). The 644-foot  ship, first of a  new 
class of ships designed  to  provide  supplies and repairs 
for nuclear  submarines,  has  already  undergone  a  ser- 
ies of builder's sea trials off the coast of Massachu- 
setts.  She was built in Quincy. 

Meanwhile,  placed in  commission have been the 
gunboat Defiance (PC  95)  and  the fleet  replenish- 
ment oiler Milwaukee (AOR 2) .  

Defiance ran up her commissioning pennant on 24 
September,  the  third  ship of the Fleet to be  named in 
honor of the city of Defiance,  Ohio.  She was built in 
Sturgeon Bay,  Wis. 

One of a  large  new class of gunboats, Defiance is 
designed to  operate in coastal  waters on patrol, block- 
ade, or surveillance missions. Her size, speed,  endur- 
ance,  and  seakeeping  qualities will enable  her  to  at- 
tack  enemy  coastal  shipping,  support  friendly  troops 
in coastal  areas, and protect  amphibious forces against 
enemy  patrol or torpedo  craft. 

An unusual  feature of Defiance is her  dual engineer- 
ing  plant.  Termed coDoc-combined diesel or gas  tur- 
bine-the plant  enables  her  to  cruise on  economical 
diesel  power and yet  engage  a  powerful gas turbine 
for high-speed  operations. 

Designed for a  crew of three officers and  21 crew- 
men, Defiance measures 165  feet long, has  a 23-foot 
beam  and  displaces a full load of 240  tons. Her  arma- 
ment consists of one  3-inch,  50-caliber  dual-purpose 
rapid  fire  gun;  one 40-mm gun;  and  two twin 50- 
caliber  machine  gun  mounts. 

An identifying  symbol  used  aboard Defiance is one 
that  has been  used  aboard  nine British ships  named 
Defiance between  the  years  1590  and  1931,  when 
the last HMS Defiance was sold. The symbol is a 
clenched  right  hand  with  three  thunderbolts  accom- 
panied  by  a  motto  that  reads:  With  Knowledge  and 
Confidence  to  Defy. 

Milwaukee was  commissioned at Boston,  Mass., on 
1 November.  She is the  second of a  new class of 
multipurpose  replenishment  ships  being  constructed 
for the Navy. Her  range of supplies covers a  variety 
of items, from  more than 7% million  gallons of oil to  a 
selection of 5000  candy  bars. 

Measuring 659  feet,  the  37,000-ton  supply-oiler 
carries  a  crew of 19 officers and 350 crewmen.  She 
has  been  assigned  to the Atlantic  Fleet  Service  Force. 

80 

I ) ,  

A.T LEAST two  ships slid down  the  ways in  Novem- 

The nuclear  attack  submarine Sand Lance (SSN 
660) was launched  at  Portsmouth  Naval  Shipyard, 
Portsmouth, N. H., on 1 November. Then, on 11 
November, the destroyer  escort Trippe (DE  1075) 
was launched in Westwego,  La. The following month 

ber;  one in December. 
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From the Master  Chief  Petty  Officer  of the Navy 

Career  Counseling 
I N  THE November 1969 edition of ALL HANDS,  I 

discussed the issue of naval  leadership and  the 
part  it  plays  (or  doesn't  play)  with  regard  to losing 
good men to  civilian  industry. 

There is another  retention  factor  which  cannot 
be divorced  from  leadership. It plays  a  significant 
role in any well organized  enterprise. In  the Navy 
it's called  Career  Counseling. 

During my many visits to  ships and shore  installa- 
tions, I found  the Career  Counselors  to  be  high- 
quality  petty officers who are certainly  motivated 
toward  the  retention  program.  However, in many 
cases,  they  do  not  receive  complete  backing and 
support  at  the local  command level. And where  they 
may have  it  at  the command  level,  it may be lacking 
at  another level. 

I  am  equally  amazed  by  the apparent lack of 
knowledge of the many retention  programs  available, 
not  just by the lower rated men, but by  senior  petty 
officers who  have  the  responsibility of keeping  their 
men informed.  This  relates  somewhat  to my previous 
discussion on leadership, or lack of leadership. We 
can  hardly  expect  our  junior men to  be well informed 
if senior petty officers themselves do not  understand 
the retention or career  programs and  other oppor- 
tunities and benefits  available  to the Navyman. 

IN SOME CASES,  Career  Counselor-trained  petty of- 
ficers  are  assigned  to  billets  outside of their  special- 

ty. If the  command  does  not use their  talent  and 
training in the area of counseling,  obviously  a com- 
munications  link is lost within the command and  the 
retention  rate is likely to  suffer. I believe that if  in- 
dividual  commands are to be successful in retaining 
high-quality  personnel,  there must  be  a total  effort 
of the  entire  career  force,  not  just  a  singular  effort 
by the  command  career  counselor.  This needed  ef- 
fort  applies  to  senior  petty officers  as well. 

Every  senior  petty officer should  take  it  upon  him- 
self  to become  familiar  with the program  oppor- 
thnities and benefits  available.  In  other  words, we 
must  all  become  career  counselors. There is a  definite 
need for  fully  trained  career  information  personnel, 
but  we, as seniors,  cannot dismiss our own respon- 
sibilities of keeping  our men aware  and informed. 
I  have  always  been of the opinion that if someone 
outside of my division had  to come in to counsel 
my men,  then  I was not  doing my job. 

WOULD LIKE to see  it made  a requirement  that 
I the  senior  petty officer of a division or its adminis- 
trative  equivalent  assume  the  responsibility  for  coun- 
seling his men in all areas  involving  personal and ca- 
reer  guidance. If all senior  petty officers assumed  this 
basic  responsibility,  a  leadership  responsibility,  there 
would be less need  for  specialized  counseling  billets. 

I would  also like to  see  a  senior  enlisted man in a 
ship or unit  where  there is no  full-time counselor 
given the responsibility of Counselor  Coordinator 
for that ship  or  unit.  This  program  would  certainly 
work well with  the  Senior  Enlisted Advisor concept 
in keeping the command  informed of what programs 
are  being  carried  out  and  what  new  programs  need 
to  be  implemented. 

The leadership  role  must  be  accepted  with ad- 
vancement. And with  leadership  must  come  the  re- 
sponsibility of career  counseling. 

"GMCM Delbert D. Black, USN 
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unhelpful or rude, you find  a  dwindling number of 
customers-while  the  place across the  street  where 
the  staff is friendly  gets  repeat business. 

The same  principle works in the Navy. Men in per- 
sonal  service jobs have  a  great  deal  to  do  with  the 
Navy’s image in the minds of the men they  serve, 

A man who  feels (partly because of his  experi- 
ences  with  PNs and  other personal  services  people) 
that  the Navy  cares  about his well-being and is giving 
him a  fair  shake will do  better work for  it,  gripe less 
about  the rules, and  be more likely to  reenlist  than  the 
man who feels he’s been pushed  around  or  ignored. 

Face-to-fiace skills-the techniques that make a 
good personal  service man were  a major topic of dis- 
cussion at last year’s U. S. Navy Career  Motivation 
Conference. ( A  complete  report  on the conference 
appeared in ALL HANDS, November 1969.) 

Recommendations  from the conference  produced  a 
wide  range of specific  actions  designed  to  minimize 
personal  service  problems,  with the recognition that 
improved  service  would  have an effect  on men’s de- 
cisions on a  naval  career. 

Particular  emphasis is being  placed  on  personnel- 
men (and men in other  ratings  who do  the same job, 
such  as  yeomen on -some  small ships), because  the 
PN has the most frequent direct  contacts  with  Navy- 
men. However, the actions  taken  to  improve  the 

image  presented by personnelmen will also affect  oth- 
er personal  service  ratings. 

What’s Being Done? 
The first  necessity  for good personal  service is for 

the personnelman  to know his job. No matter. how 
pleasant his manner is, he hasn’t done any good for 
men seeking information-or for the Navy’s  image-if 
he  hands  out  bum skinny. 

In  order  to  insure that our  newest  personnelmen 
have the  straight word the  PN “A” schools geared up 
their  production last year  to  support  the  PN  rating 
100% with school graduates.  For  newly  assigned  per- 
sonnel officers, BuPers is looking into  the develop- 
ment of training  courses  to  provide  an  introduction  to 
the manpower and personnel  system. 

As officers and men from  these  training  programs 
go  to  ships and stations, the professional  quality of 
service in the personnel  office  should  improve. 

As a  next  step,  several  administrative  actions  have 
been  taken  to  improve the personal  service system. 

A STUDY OF personnel  service  billets,  officer and  en- 
listed, is well underway.  Centralized  detailing of 

all  petty officer PNs, YNs and DKs is planned  for 
the near  future;  it is expected  to  improve skill dis- 

x YEOMAN  (YN) 
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er skills; training in face-to-face skills; special  evalua- 
tions of customer  relations  qualities  to  supplement  the 
regular  performance marks of men in the personal 
service ratings-or perhaps  different  procedures,  de- 
pending on what  the  study shows  to be necessary. 

WHATEVER THE DETAILS, the Navy hopes that  the 
program will bring  personal  service closer to  the 

ideal  expressed  by the Chief of Naval  Personnel, Vice 
Admiral  Charles K. Duncan, in his newsletter, Tides 
and  Currents: 

“We must  see  to it  that our  shipmates are  treated 
with  courtesy and efficiency in all  matters  vital  to 
their  personal lives. We must  give  consideration  to 
the individual. . , . 

“Because of the  vital  personal  concern  to  each man 
about his pay,  health,  transfer of family,  care of his 
family,  carrying  out  his  official  orders,  etc.,  it is essen- 
tial that those  who  are  at the ‘contact  points’ and who 
administer  these  matters  have  a  dedicated and sympa- 
thetic  attitude toward the individual  man and his 
family.  I am speaking  specifically of personnelmen, 
yeomen,  hospital  corpsmen,  disbursing  clerks,  store- 
keepers, and offices handling  family  matters,  such  as 
movement of household  effects. In  the first  place, it  is 
their job and  their  duty to  administer  these  matters 
courteously and efficiently. If they  do not,  a man’s 
entire  attitude toward the Navy and his treatment  by 

the Navy may be  influenced by one  or two instances 
of poor  handling of these  vital  matters.  Quite  aside 
from the  actual handling,  any  antagonistic attitude or 
perhaps  a ‘don’t care’ attitude  at  the ‘contact  point’  can 
leave  lasting  impressions  which  become  magnified, 
especially  during the emotional  times of family up- 
heaval.  Just  as  with  other  groups in the Navy,  these 
men-yeomen, personnelmen,  disbursing  clerks, hos- 
pital  corpsmen,  storekeepers-are  frequently of the 
opinion that they are overworked and even  harassed. 
In some instances  this may be  true.  Nevertheless, 
they  must  constantly  bear in mind the tremendous  in- 
fluence  they  play on individual lives of the men and 
their  families and  indeed  their g_reat impact on the 
image of the Navy  as  a  whole as seen  through  the 
eyes of the individuals  with whom they  have  con- 
tact. . , . 

“Processing  requests or providing  information and/or 
assistance at ‘contact  points’  must  be  emphasized  as  a 
personal  challenge. An affirmative attitude on the  part 
of contact  point  personnel  can  result in personal  satis- 
faction of a job well done, and all the while  negating 
a  feeling of ‘they don’t .care’ by a  feeling of ‘they 

.. 7 ,, really  care.: 
Evervone will benefit if the Navy can  show  its men 

-through  their  contacts  with men in  the  personal 
service  ratings-that  it  does  really  care. It’s a  big  order 
-but the Navy is making  a  big  effort  to  fill it. 
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Expert seamanship is demanded o f  both ships during a I 

the Tonki 
water  called Yankee Station  in  the Tonkin  Gulf. It’s 
the base of operations  for America’s camers of the 
Seventh  Fleet  and  the  ships of the Pacific  Service 
Force  which  sustain  them. 

The  concept of underway  replenishment - called 
unrep in Navy parlance - has  reached  an  increasingly 
high  degree of sophistication  during  the  struggle in 
the  Republic of Vietnam. Twenty years  ago, the time 

*eplenishment sequence. They steam  parallel courses a t  about 15 knots. 

n G’u f 
it took to  resupply  a  carrier  task  force  with  food,  fuel 
and  ammunition was figured in days. Today it is 
measured  in  hours. 

NEW EQUIPMENT and  techniques  which  permit  span- 
ning  fuel hoses and  highlines  between  ships  while 

they  steam  at  better  than 15 knots is one  answer. Use 
of the  helicopter,  capable of transferring  cargo  at  up 
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Bon Homme  Richard approaches for underway replenishment. 

Replenishment lines, hoses and  gear  lie across Sacramento‘s deck. 

USS Sacramento crewmen appear as blurs while  handling cargo. 

I T  ISN’T UNUSUAL for Sacramento to  resupply  two  air- 
craft  carriers and  their escort vessels in a  single 

24-hour  period, and then  rendezvous  with  other  sup- 
ply vessels in order  to  consolidate  her own fuel 
and stores. 

What makes this kind of performance  possible? 
Captain  Tom  Fortson,  skipper of Sacramento, offered 
an answer. 

Sacramento’s helicopters deliver  up  to 200,040 pounds an hour. 

“The  fighting’s  a lot closer out  here on Yankee 
Station  than most people  think. We see  ammunition 
just highlined  from  our  deck  to  a  carrier  being  loaded 
aboard  aircraft. The crew knows that within  hours 
these  same  aircraft  might  be  called  upon  to  support 
an Army, Navy  or  Marine  unit on the beach. 

“That’s  getting  pretty close to  the action.” 
-Story and Photos by JOC Lee W. Coleman, USN. 
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MATERIAL 
T h i s  is the key to Hazardous 

Material Control. 
The Naval  Supply  Systems  Command is not  about 

to  wait  until  October  to  get  going  with the Navy’s 
program  for  greater  safety.  Paint, oil, lacquer, solv- 
ents,  compressed gas, bilge  cleaner,  laundry  bleach, 
acid, corrosive alkali,  lighter  fluid,  instant  shaving 
cream and hair  tonic  are  just a-few of the hazardous 
materials you see and  handle almost every  day. 

Some of them you know  are  dangerous and, be- 
cause you know, you handle  and store  them  safely. 
But - you don’t know quickly  enough what dangers 
are  involved in most of them.  When  something goes 
wrong, you have  problems. Here’s what  the Supply 
Systems  Command is doing  to  help solve them: 

Haza rd   iden t i f i ca t ion   Sys tem 
The National  Fire  Protection Association has de- 

veloped symbols for  quick and easy  identification of 
dangerous  charactkristics. It was developed  because 
firefighters needed on-the-spot  information  to  protect 
fire  victims and  their own lives, and  to know which 
firefighting  techniques  to  use. 

The Navy version of the  NFPA symbol is shown 
on page 29.  Hazards  are  identified in three  categories: 
Health,  flammability and reactivity. Degree of hazard 
is indicated by numerals.  Number  four is the most se- 
vere;  zero  represents no  appreciable  danger.  Health 
hazards  are in the blue  diamond  to the left;  flamma- 
bility in red on top;  reactivity in yellow to  the  right. 
The bottom  diamond  tells you if the material is  an 
oxidizer,  acid,  alkali, or corrosive  material. A “W” 
with  a  line  through  it  constitutes  a  warning  NOT 
TO USE WATER if the  material is burning. 

The  table on page 28 explains what  the numbers 
mean.  Read (and try to  remember)  them now,  before 
a  fire  starts. You  won’t have  time,  later. 

Symbols   and  S torage 
The symbols and numerals  have  other uses. They 

tie in directly  with  storage  locations.  Page  29 shows 
where  to  store the material. It is possible that some 
items-sulfuric acid,  nitric  acid and  acetic  acid,  are 
examples - may be dangerous in all  categories, and 
also may be  an  oxidizing  acid that you shouldn’t  pour 
water on. 
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Acetic acid will bum, freeze  and is  corrosive.  Sul- 
furic  acid will boil and  splatter if you  pour  water on 
it;  it oxidizes material - can  start  a  fire if poured on 
clothing - will bum your skin and shoes, and  eat 
holes in your  belt  buckle. 

All these, of course, are stored in the acid locker. 
Fortunately  there aren’t too  many  items like these. 

The decisions  on  most things will be simple. They 
will go in the flammable locker, the sprinkler  storage 
space  or  acid locker. You will run  into  trouble  when 
you come  to  items  which have more than one  hazard. 
When  in  doubt,  keep  them  away  from  single-hazard 
items. 

HE HAZARD  Identification Symbols  will eventually be 
applied  by  the contractors. They know what  they 

use to  make  their  product  and  should  know  its  dan- 
gers better  than anyone else. Some  marking will be 
done by the Navy, but more and more  material will be 
delivered  in  marked  containers. 

As each  contractor  begins  to use the new symbols, 
he will also provide  the  Fleet Material  Support  Office 
with  a Safety  Data  Sheet which  contains  basic  infor- 
mation  on his product.  From this, engineers,  hygien- 

ists and  safety officers will come up with  storage  in- 
structions  for  material  with  more than one  hazard. 

If you are a  Storekeeper, you should have seen 
the  new  Consolidated  Hazardous Item List by this 
time.  This is NavSup Pub 4500, compiled by  FMSO. 
It is better known as CHIL. Several  thousand  danger- 
ous items are identified in it by name  and stock num- 
ber. 

As more data is obtained  from  contractors,  it will 
be  added  to  the  CHIL  and, before long, the  CHIL 
will have  a  new look to  match  the  new  hazard sym- 
bols. 

Every  activity  receiving the  (Navy  Management 
Data List  gets  a  copy. Your supply officer should 
have  one. 

Some day you may  very well decide  “Why look up 
Automation 

all this in a book? (Such as the  CHIL or  NavAir 
15-03-500 ‘Packaging and  Handling of Dangerous 
Materials  for  Transportation by Military  Aircraft.’)” 

Some  people. have  already  decided  not  to  do so or, 
when  they  have looked, they  have missed the item. 
As a  result,  there  have  been fires in the aircraft, ’spill- 

HAZARD  IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM 

Identification of Health  Hazard Identification of Flammability 
Color  Code: RED 

iusceptibility of Materials to Burning 

Identification of Reactivity 
(Stability) Color  Code:  YELLOW 
Susceptibility to Release of Energy 

Color Code:  BLUE 
Type of Possible Injury 

- 

Signal ignal 
Materials  which will rapidly 
or completely  vaporize at 
atmospheric  pressure  and 
normal  ambient  tempera- 
ture, or which are  readily 
dispersed  in air and which 
will burn readily. 

Materials which on very 
short  exposure  could  cause 
death or major  residual  in- 
jury even  though  prompt 
medical treatment were 
glven. 

Materials which  on short ex- 
posure  could  cause  serious 
temporary or residual injury 
even  though  prompt  medical 
treatment were  given. 

Materials which are  readily  capable 
of detonation or of explosive  decom- 
position or reaction at  normal  tem- 
peratures  and  pressures. 

Materials  which  are  capable of det- 
onation or explosive  reaction but re- 
quire a strong initiating source or 
which  must  be heated  under  confine- 
ment  before initiation or  which react 
explosively  with  water. 
Materials which are  normally  unstable 
and  readily  undergo  violent  chemical 
change  but  do  not  detonate. Also 

with  water or which  may  form  poten- 
materials  which  may react violently 

tially explosive  mixtures  with  water. 
Materials  which  are  normally stable, 
but which  can  become unstable at ele- 
vated  temperatures  and  pressures or 
which  may react with  water  with  some 
release of energy but not  violently. 

Materials  which  are  normally stable, 
even  under  fire  exposure  conditions, 
and which are not  reactive  with  water. 

Liquids  and  solids that can 
be ignited  under  almost all 
ambient  temperature  condi- 
tions. 

Materials which  on intense 
or continued  exposure  could 
cause  temporary  incapacita- 
tion or possible  residual  in- 
jury unless  prompt  medical 
treatment is  given. 

Materials that must  be  mod- 
erately heated or exposed to 
relatively high ambient  tem- 
peratures  before  ignition  can 
occur. 

heated  before  ignition  can 
Materials that must be  pre- 

occur. 

Materials which  on  exposure 
would  cause irritation but 
only  minor  residual  injury 
even if no treatment is  given. 

U U 

@ 
- 

Materials which  on  exposure 
under  fire  conditions  would 
offer no  hazard  beyond that 
of ordinary  combustible  ma- @ - 

Materials that will not  burn. 

COPYRIGHT 1966 by the  Notional  Fire  Protection  Association  ond  published  in  the “Recommended System for the  Identification of 
the  Fire  Hazards of Moteriols (NFPA No. 704M).“ Reproduced with permission. 
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INSTRUCTIONS ON STORAGE  SPACE  OF  ITEMS CONTAINING  HAZARDOUS MATERIAL  SYMBOLS 

If the  Health  Hazard 
diamond  contains  any 
one of these  numerals :  
1,  2 ,  3 ,  o r  4 - 
DO NOT s tore   th i s  
i tem  in   the  same  area 
with  items  having  the 
symbols:  COR,  ACID, 
ALK, o r  with  Food, 
Clothing or   Tobacco  

- 

J - 

If the  Specific  Hazard 
diamond  contains  one of 
following  symbols,  fol- 
low these  precaut ions:  * 
If any of these  symbols  
appear  in  this  diamond: 
COR,  ACID, o r  ALK - 
This  i tem  should  be  stored 1 

I HEALTH  HAZARD  FIRE  HAZARD I 

in  the  ACID  LOCKER o r  / \  \ 

- 
If the   F i re   Hazard  
diamond  contains  one 
of these   numera ls :  
2 ,  3 o r  4 -- 
This  i tem  should  be 
in  FLAMMABLE 
STORAGE  area 

If the   F i re   Hazard  
diamond  contains 
this   numeral :  1 - 
This  i tem  should 
be  in  the  SPRINK- 
LER PROTECTED 
STORAGE area 

If the  Reactivit 
d i a m o d s  
any  one of these 
numera ls :  1, 2 ,  3 ,  
o r  4 - 
HANDLED WITH 
This  i tem  should  be 

CARE  and  stored 
IN A COOL  PLACE 

- - 

- 
CORROSIVE  STORAGE 
area,   and  should NOT be 
s to red  with  items  having 
the  Health  Hazard  sym- 
bols  1, 2 .  3 ,  o r  4 

I 

If the  symbol 9 X Y  appears  If t h e   s y m b o l w a p p e a r s   h e r e  
here,  DO NOT store  with  this  i tem SHOULD NOT be 
i tems  having  the  Fire   Ha-   in   the  Sprinkler   Storage 
zard   symbols  1, 2 ,  3 o r  4 

ed  acid, or transport  refusal by the Military Air Com- 
mand. 

At best,  asking  people  to  refer  to  a book for special 
shipping  precautions is a  sometime  thing.  Who  really 
knows how or when  to  use the book? 

At present,  some  computers  at  supply  activities 
print  out  “white label” or “red  label” or other  instruc- 
tions on the forms  used by stock pickers and packers. 
This is the right way to  do it-when a man needs  a 
tool, in this  case,  information - make it available. 

Some day-in  the  future,  the  data now in the  CHIL, 
together  with new information, will be  fed  to  the user 
through computer programs that  produce storage  doc- 
uments,  shipment and material  release  orders,  cargo 
manifests - working  paper of all  sorts. In this  way, 
the  data will be  available  when and where  needed, 
eliminating  chance from the hazardous-data  link. 

Chemists and safety  engineers will have  to work 
out  the best  instruction  for  each  item  which  presents 
a  problem.  When  this is done,  an  instruction  can  be 
recorded in the  data system and  fed through  with 
the  material and documents, so that  the  data doesn’t 
have  to  be  discovered  each  time. 

Publications 
One source of information on dangerous  materials 

is the  National  Fire  Protection Association publication 

“Fire Protection Guide on Hazardous  Materials.” It 
combines  five  separate  publications in one  volume: 

Title NFPA Number 
Flash  Point  Index of Trade Name Liquids  325A 

(Covers 7300 products) 
Fire  Hazard  Properties o f  Flammable  Liquids,  321M 

Gases and Solids 

(Data  on  1100 substances) 
Hazardous Chemicals Data 49 

(Covers 500 chemicals) 
Manual of Hazardous Chemical Reactions 491 M 
Recommended System for  the  Identification of 704M 

the  Fire  Hazard o f  Materials 

The first  three  titles  contain  flash-point and  other 
data which will be  tied in with the stock  numbers in 
the  CHIL.  The  fourth deals  with  chemical  reactions 
and is a good guide  to  potentially  dangerous  combi- 
nations. The final  section  describes  the  NFPA Hazard 
Identification  System, and includes the official defi- 
nitions  for  each  degree of hazard. 

Procurement  documents are referring  to  this  publi- 
cation  for  definitions.  Some day it may be  recognized 
as a  Federal or military  document.  Meanwhile,  the 
Supply  Systems  Command is trying  to  find  a way to 
get copies to  people who need them most. If  you think 
you can  use  it,  but  can’t  wait,  it may be purchased 
for $5.50 from  the  National  Fire  Protection Associa- 
tion, 60 Batterymarch  St.,  Boston, Mass. 02110. 
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day’s navy 
EOD Honored by Memorial 

Explosive Ordnance Disposalmen 
who gave  their lives while  per- 
forming  an EOD mission are to 
be  honored by a  monument on  the 
banks of the Potomac  River at  the 
Naval Ordnance Station,  Indian 
Head,  Md. 

The monument  has been  de- 
signed in the form of four  vertical 
stone  slabs  on  which will be in- 
scribed the names of the EOD hon- 
ored. Each stone  slab will represent 
one of the four U. S. armed  forces. 

A  fund  drive is currently  under- 
way  through  annual  memorial balls, 
direct  donations and  the  sale  of 
EOD plaques  to  raise  the  funds  for 
construction. The  plaque,  a replica 
of the  EOD  badge, measures  ap- 
proximately 10 inches across by 5 
inches  high,  suitable for hanging. 

Information  on  plaque  purchases 
together  with where donations may 
be  sent  can be obtained from any 
of the service liaison officers  at  the 
Naval School, Explosive Disposal, 
Indian  Head,  Md. 20640. 

EOD units  are  scattered  through- 
out  the world in all branches of 
the U. S. armed forces. Yet, the 
EOD technicians seem to  have  a 
homing  instinct  for  Indian Head. 
Here,  they  receive  their  basic  train- 
ing;  here,  they  return  again  and 
again  for  refresher  training just as 
they  have  since the days of World 
War 11. Because of this  relation- 
ship, the memorial  committee de- 
cided  Indian  Head  would  be  the 
most appropriate  site for the EOD 
monument. 

JKF’s Spads 
With  signs like “Jets  are  for kids” 

and “On  loan  from  the  Smithsonian 
Institution”, the Spud pilots  aboard 
uss John F .  Kennedy (CVA 67) 
kept  their  sense of humor  to the 
end. 

The final  curtain  came  down  in 
December  for JFK’s Spuds when 
the carrier  returned  to  its  home 
port  with what its  pilots  vowed 
were the two  oldest  operational 

aircraft  (tailhook type) in the 
Navy. 

The Spuds (officially  known as 
A-1 Skymidew) were flown by Tac- 
tical  Electronics Warfare  Squad- 
ron 33, Detachment 67. For  these 
pilots,  flying  a Spud was like  driv- 
ing  an  antique  car - it took  skill 
and  a certain amount of daring. 

But  even  its  advocates  acknowl- 
edged  that  the A-1 was a difficult 
plane  to fly. “It’s not just one go- 
stick,”  they  said. “You have the 
throttle,  mixture,  torque  and  rud- 
der  to  worry  about.” 

But  with  some  nostalgia,  the 
pilots  also  acknowledged that every 
landing was a  thrilling  experience. 
“With  the aerodynamics of this 
plane, ’you must hit  the deck in 
exactly  the  right attitude or you 
bounce and can easily catch  a 
prop.” 

Although  their old A-1s were un- 
comfortable, most of their  flyers 
volunteered  for the  duty  and were 
glad  they  did. 

According  to  them,  it was the 
best  plane  in  the  Fleet to  teach  a 
pilot  fundamentals. One called  it 
“seat of your  pants flying.” 

Aboard John F. Kennedy, the 
Spuds were  used for electronic 
countermeasures  warfare or the  de- 
tection and jamming of enemy 
radio  signals. 

Occasionally,  when  a jet jockey 
saw  a Spud chugging lazily along, 
he  would  take it on  in a mock dog- 
fight only to  be  outmaneuvered, 
outfought  and  outclassed by. the 
underdog. 

Although the Spud admittedly 
was too slow and too  vulnerable 
to compete with  a  jet,  shrewd  air- 
manship and maximum use of its 
turning  capability  could  occasional- 
ly put  a Spud ahead of its  limita- 
tions. The Spud has, in fact, 
brought  down  a Mig or  two in 
Vietnam. 

But in December, the era  which 
some  pilots  considered  equal to the 
silk scarf and goggles  days of 
World War I came  to  an  end. 
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WINNERS’  REWARD-CDR  Earl  Rippee,  senior class winner, and Seaman 
Mike Wagenbach, junior winner o f  the  Reserve  Nautical  Mile  Run, receive 

trophies  and  a  smile  from TV  star  Miss  Pat Woodell. 

RESERVE SPEED-Seaman Mike Wagenbach 
crosses the finish line to  win  the under-age- 
40 class in the Reserve Nautical  Mile  Run 
sponsored by Naval Reserve  Surface  Divi- 

sion ll-35(L),  North Hollywood,  Calif. 

34 

Nautical  Mile Champs 
The  Third Annual  Naval  Reserve 

Nautical Mile Run  was held  recent- 
ly at Los Angeles Valley College. 
It  brought  out the largest  turnout 
of participants and spectators in 
the event’s three-year  history, and 
previous  records  were  broken in 
both the senior  (over  age 40)  and 
in the  junior (under age 40) 
classes. 

For the first  time,  the  event was 
held on a  regulation  quarter-mile 
track  instead of  on the  cross-coun- 
try  type  course  at Valley Plaza  Park 
in North  Hollywood,  where the un- 
usual  race  originated in 1967. 

The  1968 winners,  Seaman Mike 
Wagenbach ,  junior class, and 
Commander Earl Rippee,  senior 
class, scored  a  repeat  victory  to 
become the champs  through  1969. 

Wagenbach, who is also  a  South- 
ern  California  Junior  College  mile 
champion, had competed in a  five- 
mile cross-country  race  earlier that 
day. He covered  the  6076-foot 
course (which, for you landlubbers, 
is 265 yards  farther  than  a  statute 
mile) in the foot-blistering  time of 
5 min., 15 sec.,  while  Rippee  estab- 
lished a  new record of 6  min., 19 
sec. for the senior class. 

Other junior class winners in a 
field of 32 were Chief Fire  Patrol- 
man Robert Whitman, second; 
Lieutenant  James  Thompson,  third. 

In  the senior class Lieutenant  Com- 
mander Marvin Wallingford was 
second; and Commander A. D. 
Jones,  third. 

The sponsor of the  event was 
again  Naval  Reserve  Surface  Divi- 
sion 11-35 (L) ,  North  Hollywood, 
whose Command ing  Officer  is 
Commander L. V. Delling.  Rear 
Admiral  Charles  M.  Paxton and 
Rear  Admiral  Harland  Holman 
were  there  to  applaud  the winners, 
as  representatives of Rear  Admiral 
M. E. Dornin, Commandant,  11th 
Naval  District. 

Miss Pat  Woodell,  appropriately 
described  as vivacious and curva- 
ceous,  a  former  star of a  TV  series, 
presented  the  awards  to  the win- 
ners,  along  with a Hollywood-style 
kiss. Another  noteworthy  factor 
was that  the two  first-place  winners 
were  both  trained by former  Olym- 
pic  distance  star  Laszlo  Tabori, the 
third man in history  to  break the 
4-minute mile. 

Perry Hall Dedicated 
A new technical  training  build- 

ing,  Perry  Hall,  has  been  dedicated 
at Naval Officer Candidate  School, 
Newport, R. I. 

The  structure includes 58 class- 
rooms with the latest  training  de- 
vices, a  rifle and pistol  range, and 
the Navy’s newest  computerized 
tactical  trainer - designed  to give 
officer candidates  practical  applica- 
tion of their 18 weeks of classroom 
work. 

The building is named in honor 
of the two  Perry  brothers,  naval 
heroes of the  19th  Century. 

Appointment for MOH Winner 
Another  chapter  has  been added 

to  the  story of Boatswain’s Mate  1st 
Class  James E. Williams, one of 
the most decorated  Navymen of 
modern times. 

Williams, who  entered  the  Fleet 
Reserve in April  1967  after  service 
which  earned him the  Medal of 
Honor, Navy Cross, Silver Star  and 
numerous  other  decorations and 
awards,  has  been  appointed U. S.  
Marshal of his home  state,  South 
Carolina. 

Williams received  the  appoint- 
ment from President Nixon during 
ceremonies at  the White  House. As 
U. S. Marshal  he becomes South 
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NUC for Gulfport 
Seabees and Marines  assigned 

to  the  Gulfport  Seabee  Center 
have  been awarded  the Navy Unit 
Commendation for their  rescue 
and recovery work following the 
Camille  hurricane in August. 
Eighty-two  medals also were 
awarded  at  the ceremony  held 31 
October. 

The Gulfport  Seabee  Center 
was awarded  the  NUC for “ex- 
ceptionally  meritorious  service 
from 16 August  to 1 Oct  1969 
just prior  to,  during, and  after 
Hurricane  Camille  struck the Gulf 
Coast  west of Gulfport, Miss.,  on 
the  night of August  17.” 

The Legion of Merit was award- 
ed to Captain  James M. Hill, Jr., 
commanding officer of the  Center. 
Eighty-one  other  officers and  en- 
listed men from  the  Seabee  Center 
staff;  Mobile  Construction  Battal- 
ions 121, 128, 74; the  20th  Naval 
Construction  Regiment; the Con- 
struction  Training  Unit; the  Fourth 
Amphibian  Tractor  Battalion; and 
the U. S .  Marine  Corps  Reserve 
were  recipients of one of four 
medals - the Navy and Marine 
Corps  Medals;  the  Meritorious 
Service  Medal;  the  Navy  Com- 
mendation Medal  and  the Navy 
Achievement  Medal. 

The work done  by the Gulfport 
Seabees  during and  after Camille 
has  been  described in the Novem- 
ber  issue of ALL HANDS  (page 2). 

A Navyman  returning home  receives a  real 
welcome as photographed by AN Richard C. 

Klain, USNR. 

Helping Hands 

On these  and  the  following 
two pages ALL HANDS records 
a  sampling of the many  instances 
during  recent  months  in which 
the U .  S .  Navy, its  men  and  its 
ships  have  come to  the rescue 
or lent  a  hand where  needed, 
in various  parts of the  world. 

Little  publicized,  these inci- 
dents  add  up  to  a meaningful 
account worthy of recognition. 

Valcour  to  the  Rescue 
Things  can  get  pretty  warm in 

the Persian  Gulf, as the crew of 
uss Valcour (AGF 1) can  attest. 

Valcour was moored in the Bah- 
rain  Island  ship  repairing and en- 
gineering  company  yard  when  a 
drydocked tug  about 50 feet away 
caught  fire.  Flames from exploding 
oxygen-acetylene  bottles  quickly 
spread  t6  an oil  slick and soon 
were  shooting  100  feet  high.  Heavy 
smoke began  pouring  from  the 
dock. 

As the command ship’s fire  party 
quickly  set up  equipment on  the 
fantail and began  fighting  the  ad- 
vancing  flames,  the  bridge  watch 
made ready to get  underway, but 
before  the  ship  could  move, the 
burning oil had been  driven  away 
and ,Valcour chose  to  remain to 
fight  the  fire in and around  the 
drydocked  tug. 

Assuming command of the situa- 
tion, Valcour’s damage control as- 
sistant,  Lieutenant (jg) Raymond 
G .  Lee  directed  the  rescue  party 
in rigging equipment on  the  pier. 
Meanwhile, Damage Controlman 
2nd Class J. D. Messer led the  at- 
tack and swept  flames off the  water 
while  other  members of his team 
rigged  portable  firefighting pumps 
and foam generating  gear. 

They  were soon joined by local 
shipyard  workers and within 20 
minutes of the  first  alarm had  the 
flames  under  control. The fire was 
declared  extinguished in little  more 
than  an  hour. 

The  tug, Kermac XVII, of Pana- 
manian  registry,  sustained  topside 
and  exterior  hull  damage. The 
ground  and  surrounding  area  were 

charred from the  flames, but an- 
other  drydocked  tug  and  barge 
were  undamaged. No one was in- 
jured in the incident, nor was there 
any damage to Valcour, flagship  for 
Commander,  Middle  East  Force, 
which  operates in the Persian  Gulf, 
the Red Sea and  the  Indian Ocean. 

Long Beach Rescues 
Being a  member of a ship’s 

search and rescue  team in Vietnam 
waters is like  being  a  fire- 
man.  While  waiting  for the fire- 
house  bell  to  ring, you train and 
practice. Then you  train and  prac- 
tice  some more, not  really  certain 
whether or not you want  your  pro- 
fessionalism tested. 

But  odds are  better  than even 
the  test will come,  just  as it  did  re- 
cently  for  the  crewmen of the nu- 
clear-powered  guided missile cruis- 
er uss Long  Beach (CGN 9) .  

Word  had reached the ship that 
an A-7 Corsair jet pilot was in 
trouble and soon would be  forced 
to  bail  out  near the Vietnamese 
coastline. He  had been on a mis- 
sion from the carrier Coral Sea 
(CVA 43), but because of engine 
failure would ditch  about 15 miles 
short of his return. 

Long  Beach served  as the co- 
ordinator  during the rescue effort. 
Her combat  information  center  di- 
rected  two  helicopters  to the scene 
and  dispatched  the  destroyer Al- 
fred A. Cunningham (DD 752), 
traveling in company  with  CGN  9, 
to  the pilot’s aid.  One of the  heli- 
copters  plucked the uninjured  pilot 
from  the  water  and flew him 
directly  to  the  carrier. 

It was that easy, but only be- 
cause of the  fireman-like  training 
and practice  exercised  by the Long 
Beach rescue  team,  reports  the 
ship. 

Nam  Hoa  Waterworks 
No matter  how you  look at  it, 

Nam  Hoa, RVN, is a  bleak and 
desolate  place.  Perhaps  only  the 
Seabee  sense of humor  could  con- 
vert  its  waterworks  to Ye Old  Sea- 
bee  Inn.  That’s  what  happened  and 
the sign in Old English at  the  gate 
proves  it. 

There  are only five  Seabees at 
Nam Hoa. It’s their job to  supply 
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nearly  a million and  a half gallons 
of water  each  day  to  thousands of 
Army, Navy,  Marine  Corps and Air 
Force men who occupy the large 
Phu Bai complex. 

The  water is pumped from  the 
Perfume River through 10 miles of 
12-inch  pipe  to  a  treatment  plant 
at Dong Da  on the outskirts of 
Phu Bai. Here  the  water is settled, 
passed  through  rapid  sand  filters 
and chlorinated. 

To keep  a  steady  flow of water 
at  correct  pressure in the pipeline, 
somebody must be on the job 24 
hours  a  day. 

There  are, for  example,  the  sta- 
tion’s powerful  motors  to be  check- 
ed  constantly,  refueled and  kept in 
smooth running  condition. 

For the men at Nam Hoa, the 
pipeline itself  is another  item  to 
keep in repair. It is laid on or near 
the surface of the ground and some- 
times develops leaks-occasionally 
through  bullet  holes. 

Although  such  leaks  don’t ap- 
preciably  affect the  water pressure, 
they  have  a  nuisance  value and one 
man has  to  check the  water line 
daily. 

The necessity for constant  opera- 
tion of the installation  has  virtually 
required  its  Seabees  to  set  up  house- 

keeping  at the station;  eating and 
sleeping  next  to  the pump motors. 

Such  domesticity isn’t without 
risk. Nam  Hoa is only a  few miles 
from the  A Shau Valley which, in 
the  past,  has  been the scene  of 
heavy  fighting. The Seabees  haven’t 
forgotten  this and  keep  a watchful 
eye  for  any  suspicious  movements. 

-Journalist 3rd Class Larry Long. 

Francis  Marion  Helps Anita 
Mediterranean duty isn’t dull- 

at  least  not  for the Navymen of 
uss Francis Marion (LPA  249)  and 
other  ships of Amphibious Squad- 
ron 4. 

First the men of the squadron 
helped  fight  a  forest  fire  at  Cannes, 
France.  Then, in Malta, men from 
Francis Marion helped  save  a  burn- 
ing  freighter. 

The most recent  break in the 
routine  came  while the squadron 
was anchored at Carboneras, 
Spain, for an amphibious  exercise. 
A local  fishing  trawler,  the  50-foot 
Anita G, holed  her  port  side on 
rocks and  settled close inshore  with 
her  decks  awash. 

On a  request from the mayor of 
Carboneras, the Francis Marion 
Rescue and Assistance Team  went 
to work to  refloat the trawler. 

SCHOOL TIME-Mrs. Marylin  Erickson, 
a Subic Storyteller, adds  music to 
English lesson as she participates in 
Subic Naval  Base People to  People 

project. 

Divers from UDT  21 assessed 
the  damage to  the  foundered  boat. 
Then  damage controlmen  from 
Francis Marion sealed the topside 
hatches  and rigged pumps to  raise 
her. 

While more than  200  townsmen 
watched,  two  LCM-6s  and  a 
LARC amphibious  vehicle  pulled 

NAS Memphis:  Accent  on Youth I 
More  than 750 children  came 

to NAS Memphis  last  summer for 
fun  and learning in the base  Sum- 
mer Youth Program. 

The children, mostly from the 
poorer  sections of Memphis,  were 
given tours,  boat  rides,  swimming 
instruction, and physical and moral 
guidance  during  their  three-day 
stays  with the Navy. 

Now in its  second  year, the 
youth  program was established  to 
support  the President’s Youth Op- 
portunity  Program. It is a joint 
effort of NAS Memphis and Youth 
Services in Memphis,  Inc. (For a 
different  kind of Navy youth  pro- 
gram,  see the article  entitled  “NTC 
Bainbridge: Camp Concern” in the 
September  1969  issue, page 32.) 

The youngsters  arrived on base 
in buses  provided  by Youth Serv- 
ices, and were  assigned  to  civilian 

and Marine  Corps  counselors.  In 
the next  three  days,  their  schedules 
were on a Navy pattern.  They  ad- 
hered  to  reveille  and  taps,  swabbed 
decks,  stood  inspections, and  ate 
in the base mess hall. 

Navy chaplains  met  with the 
groups  for  lectures and movies on 
character  guidance,  religious  activi- 
ties and moral responsibility. The 
children  were  given  fluoride  treat- 
ments at  the base dental clinic and 
a Navy physical  fitness  test in the 
base gym. 

But the majority of the visit was 
devoted  to  fun  and  learning.  The 
youngsters  were  shown  water  safety 
procedures,  then  swam in a  base 
pool. They took three-mile  hikes 
to  Navy  Lake; on arrival,  they 
received  instruction in safe  boating 
practices  and  then  went  on  boat 
rides.  Softball  games and track 

meets  stressed  teamwork  a  n d 
sportsmanship. 

New  this  year was a  program 
for girls. A  group of 21 girls set 
out in late  August  to follow nearly 
the same  schedule as that of the 
boys. Though  a  few  planned activi- 
ties were dampened by  rains  after 
the  passage of the remnants of 
Hurricane  Camille,  the girls en- 
joyed the pools, exercise room, 
bowling  alleys, mess hall and  Wave 
quarters. 

Charles Novak, youth  director of 
the NAS recreation  department, 
called the summer  activity  “a mod,- 
em program  providing for indi- 
vidual  needs,  differences and  in- 
terests  to  help  the  participant  find 
personal  satisfaction and enjoy- 
ment.” 

Apparently the program  fulfilled 
its mission. The kids had  a ball. 
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Anita G  onto  the  beach. 
The Navymen  gently  turned the 

boat  onto  her  starboard  side to ex- 
pose the  damage, four  large  holes 
and several  small  ones. Francis 
Marion damage controlmen  made 
patches of white  lead,  canvas and 
sheet  lead; UDT 21 divers  nailed 
the  patches in place. 

Just as Anita G was ready  to  be 
refloated,  a  storm  came up.  Two 
Marine  tracked vehicles held  her 
fast  as the surf pounded  the beach. 

She  suffered some additional 
damage in the storm-but it’s al- 
most certain that if she had been 
left in her  original  position, off- 
shore  with  decks  awash,  she  would 
have  been  demolished by the 15- 
foot  surf. 

Anita G s  owner  offered  bottles 
of wine  to  the  salvage  team  to 
show  his  gratitude for saving his 
boat. 

Thanks  to Francis Marion, the 
United  States now has some firm 
friends in Carboneras. Also  in 
Cannes and Malta (see  below). 

PMU at Do Nang 
Under the bright  light in the 

quonset  hut,  deft  hands  worked 
quickly  with the tiny  scalpel. A 
drop of saline solution fell from a 
bottle  overhead. The salivary  glands 
were  removed. 

And it  all happened  under  a 
microscope. The Preventive  Medi- 
cine Unit (PMU) of the station 
hospital,  Naval  Support  Activity 
Da  Nang, had finished  dissecting 
one of thousands of mosquitoes as 
part of its  quiet  battle  against 
malaria. 

At some times in the  past  several 
years,  eight of every 10 hospital 
beds in Vietnam  were  occupied  by 
victims of disease,  not  war. The 
major disabler  has  been  malaria. 

The female  anopheles  mqsquito 
transfers  malaria  parasites  to 
humans  when  it  “bites”  men. The 
best  way  to  prevent the disease is 
to eliminate the mosquito  before it 
has  a  chance  to  bite  people. 

However,  not  all of the 39 known 
types of anopheles in Vietnam may 
be  carriers. The PMU is now  direct- 
ing  an  insecticide  control  program 
aimed  at  all  types-but in an  area 
as  large as I Corps (the five  north- 
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Member o f  Preventive  Medicine Unit, Naval 
Support Activity  Do  Nang, checks mosquito 

organs f o r  malaria pa’rasites. 

ernmost  provinces of the Republic 
of Vietnam), it’s impossible  to kill 
all the mosquitoes. 

A reduction in the  number of 
mosquito  carriers  can  best  be 
achieved if the unit  can  identify 
the types  responsible  for  disease 
transmission and  determine  the dis- 
tribution as well as  their  feeding 
and  breeding habits. 

Control  operations  can  then  be 
directed  to  the  particular  species. 
Insecticides are more effective 
when  applied  during  the  period 
that  the mosquitoes  are  concentra- 
ted for feeding  near  the  human  host 
or when  applied  to  water  sources 
producing  the  mosquitoes. Both of 
these  habits  vary  widely  among 
the different  types. 

One  type  might  breed  only in 
swamps and feed at night;  another 
feeds  during daylight and breeds 
in small  pockets of stagnant  water, 
such  as  tin  cans. If one  type is 
identified as a  carrier,  knowledge 
of its  habits will allow the  PMU to 
zero in  on it  without  wasting  effort 
on  less harmful  types. 

So unit  members  collected more 
than 300,000 mosquitoes in the past 
year. They used  bait in traps  such 
as  light  bulbs and  dry ice-the lat- 
ter  because  it  gives off carbon 
dioxide,  which  mosquitoes  mistake 
for  the COS in a man’s breath.  But 

often the collectors  offered  them- 
selves as  bait,  to  establish  which 
types of mosquitoes  are  man-biters 
in a  particular  area. Two collectors 
have  contracted  malaria. 

Disease is not the only danger. 
Since  trapping in areas  where 
malaria is  most common  increases 
the  chance of finding  carriers,  col- 
lecting  team  members must often 
go  into  combat  areas. Most have 
been  fired at while  catching mos- 
quitoes. 

After the  insects  are caught, 
female  anopheles  are  dissected. 
Examination of the salivary  glands 
and gullet, where malaria  parasites 
live, exposes the parasites if they 
are  present and establishes  which 
types of mosquitoes  are  carriers. 

How many mosquitoes will it 
take?  Quite  a  few.  “Since  the num- 
ber of mosquitoes  carrying  malaria 
is thought  to  be  as low as  one  in 
10,000,’’ a  PMU  entomologist 
noted,  “we  can  hope  to  find  only 
four or five camers this  year. How- 
ever,  finding that many carriers of 
one  type will be significant.” 

PMU  members  are well qualified 
for the long  task. The entomoloqists 
have  an  average  educational level 
of master’s degree or higher in the 
study of insects; working with  them 
are doctors and highly  skilled  lab 
technicians. 

One team  member  summarized 
their  work: 

“We  are  rarely  rewarded  with  a 
positive  result of our  efforts.  But 
we  look forward  to  making  a de- 
cisive step in controlling  malaria, 
and  that will be  compensation 
enough.” 

-Story by Seaman Tim Lederle 
-Photo by PH1 L. D. Mclendon 

Firefighting at  Malta 
Each  year,  the  island of Malta 

observes  a  national  holiday known 
as  Great  Siege  Day  to  commem- 
orate the lifting of the  Turkish 
siege in 1565 and  the Axis siege in 
1944. 

The  port city of Valetta  becomes 
crowded  with Sixth Fleet  Navymen 
and  other  tourists  who join the 
Maltese in there’ll - be - dancing - 
in-the-streets-tonight  type  celebra- 
tions. 

This  past  fall,  Great  Siege  Day 
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almost had  a crisis. Three days  be- 
fore the festivities were  to begin, 
ss Kristine Pace, a  Maltese  freight- 
er,  broke  out in fire  while  anchored 

’in the harbor off Valetta. 
It was the  type of fire you hear 

about  at  damage control school. 
The  ship was virtually  engulfed in 
flame. Her main deck  buckled  from 
the  heat  and  her hull  glowed 
cherry  red. 

The U. S. ships  visiting  the har- 
bor  for  Great  Siege Day were  quick 
to  respond  to the emergency. They 
immediately  called  for  firefighting 
and rescue  crews and began  to 
lower  boats. 

First  to  reach the stricken 
freighter was a  boat  from uss 
Francis Marion (LPA 249). The 
boat  creiv  pushed  alongside Krk- 
tine Pace and rescued  four men 
from  her  burning  decks. 

Meanwhile,  firefighting  parties 
from Francis Marion Rankin (LKA 
103), Donner (LSD 20). As.‘lZund 
(LSD 43), York County (LST 
1175), Zelkurs (DD 777) ,  Norris 
( D D  859) and Grand Canyon 
(AD 28) arrived  at  the  scene  and 
began  to  pour  water  onto the 
blaze. 

Two hours and thousands of gal- 
lons of water  later, Kristine Pace’s 
topside  fires were out. The salvage 
ship Opportune (ARS 41) then 
tied up alongside and  sent teams 
below  decks  to  extinguish  flames 
that  still  burned in the  hold. 

The Maltese  port  captain  later 
said the  freighter would  surely 

have  sunk had it  not  been  for the 
“professional and timely  assistance 
of the U. S. Navy  firefighters.” 

And had  the  ship sunk,  enough 
of the harbor  would  have  been 
blocked  to  make  Great  Siege  Day 
more of a  bust  than  ball. 

Tunisia Offered Helping Hand 
The rain that poured  onto  cen- 

tral  Tunisia in North Africa last 
October was the heaviest in 68 
years. Floods washed away  thou- 
sands of homes. More than 400 
were known dead. 

Of immediate  concern  were  food, 
shelter  items and medical  supplies, 
including  drugs to combat  typhus 
and  typhoid,  for  the farmers and 
villagers isolated  inland. 

But moving these  items  posed 
somewhat of a  problem,  because 
flooding had  made travel  impos- 
sible  except by foot or by  donkey. 

uss Concord (AFS 5) ,  operating 
in the Mediterranean  north of Tu- 
nisia, had  no donkeys, but  she did 
have two helicopters. 

As the crisis developed, the com- 
bat  store  ship  turned  hard  right 
and in less than 22 hours was un- 
loading  supplies at Lagoulette, Tu- 
nisia, and moving them by  helo  to 
four of the  hardest-hit  inland areas. 

During  one  day of airlift  oper- 
ations, the pilots and crewmen 
moved more  than 22,000 pounds of 
food and medical  supplies. 

To reach the  areas isolated by 
flooding, the pilots  landed the air- 
craft  on  streets,  a  soccer  field  and, 

This  homecoming at  Pearl  Harbor included a band on the pier 
and  a welcome by hula doncers, but  this  Navyman received the 

warmest  aloha of all.-Photo  by JO1 Richard  Montgomery. 

in one  instance,  a  railroad  track. 
The helicopter that  Lieutenant 

(jg) John  Olmstead  first  landed in 
the  middle of the main  street of 
Sidi Bou  Ali  was greeted  by more 
than 800 starving  Tunisians. The 
city had been  isolated  for seven 
days and virtually  without  food  for 
most of that time. 

Meanwhile,  Lieutenant  Charles 
Mattox  landed his helicopter at an 
abandoned railway  station , five 
miles south of Kairouan,  a  village 
that  had been  washed away in the 
flood.  There was no  landing  site, 
as such, so LT Mattox  put the helo 
down on the railroad  tracks . . . 
“The  front wheels  between  the 
tracks, the side  wheels on the  out- 
side of the rails.” 

He found 60 townspeople  des- 
perate  for  food.  Twelve  children 
and one  woman  had  already  per- 
ished. 

After  reporting  this  situation,  a 
helicopter  piloted  by  Lieutenant 
Commander  Willard  Salo and Lieu- 
tenant  Marvin Bulson rushed 4000 
pounds of food and blankets  to  the 
flood victims. 

By now,  LTJG  Olmstead was 
making his third  airlift of the day. 
He  flew 1000 pounds of medical 
supplies and 16 doctors and nurses 
from the medical  assistance  ship 
ss Hope at Tunis  to the city of 
Sousse. He then  ferried  a  doctor 
and 600 pounds of medical goods 
to  Hergla,  where  outbreaks of dis- 
ease had been  reported. 

Similar relief operations by Con- 
cord and her  helicopters  continued 
for  several  days. 

The helicopters  were  from  de- 
tachment 86 of Helicopter  Support 
Squadron Six (HC 6) .  Concord is 
based at Norfolk. 

Welcome  Home 
With  bands  playing,  flags  wav- 

ing, and families  crowding the pier, 
these  ships  returned from deploy- 
ments  recently: 

uss Higbee (DD 806), to  Long 
Beach after six months  with the 
Seventh  Fleet in Southeast Asia. 

Her assignments  included  oper- 
ations  with  a  guided missile frigate, 
joining the  DLG for  mutual  air 
and surface  defense,  standing by to 
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recover, if need be, downed pilots, 
and refueling SAR helicopters. 
Higbee also screened  carrier  forces 
and gave  gunfire  support  to  shore 
forces in Vietnam. 

uss Agerholm (DD  826),  to 
San  Diego  from  a  seven-month 
Western  Pacific  cruise. 

She  operated  with  cruisers  and 
frigates,  acted as screen  ship and 
plane  guard  for  carriers, and was 
selected  as  first  runner-up  for  the 
Top  Gun Award  by the First Air/ 
Naval  Gunfire Liaison Company 
for  her  performance of gunfire 
support  duties. 

In one  action, Agerholm operated 
within  1000  yards of a Viet Cong- 
dominated  area  to  stop  an  enemy 
ambush of allied  troops  with well- 
aimed  gunfire.  Firing at  a range of 
more than  three miles, she  pinned 
down the communist  troops  with 
projectiles  landing  within 50 yards 
of allied  forces. 

During  the cruise,  she  visited 
Australia,  New  Zealand,  Samoa, 
Japan, Taiwan,  Singapore, the 
Philippines and Hong Kong. 

uss Frank  Knox (DD  742)  and 
uss Lynde  McCmmick (DDG 8) ,  
to  San  Diego  after  seven  months 
in WestPac.  with  Commander  De- 
stroyer Division 172  embarked. 

~ 
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McCormick destroyed  or dam- 
aged  523 enemy  structures  and 
bunkers in gunline  assignments, 
and performed  carrier  screening 
duties. 

Knox also provided  gunfire  sup- 
port and screened  frigates and car- 
riers. During  the cruise,  she was 
awarded  the Battle  Efficiency  “E” 
as the  outstanding  ship of Destroy- 
er  Squadron 17 in 1968. She has 
also won the Arleigh Burke Fleet 
Trophy as the most improved  com- 
bat-ready  ship in the  Pacific  Fleet. 

Among the ports of call  for Knox 
and McCormick were  Australia, 
Midway  Island,  Guam,  Okinawa, 
Taiwan, Samoa and  the Philip- 
pines. 

uss Mama Loa (AE 8 ) ,  to 
Bayonne, N. J.,  from  a  seven-month 
Mediterranean  cruise. 

The 26-year-old a m  m  u  n  i t i   on 
ship  visited  Athens,  Barcelona, 
Naples,  Genoa and Malta. She  par- 
ticipated in NATO and  fleet  readi- 
ness exercises. 

uss Platte ( A 0  24),  to  Long 
Beach after  eight  and one-half 
months in the Western  Pacific. 

The Fleet  oiler  steamed  53,000 
miles and  distributed  more  than  30 
million gallons of fuel oil and avi- 
ation  fuel,  135,000  pounds of 

freight,  342,000  pounds of ammu- 
nition and  34,000  pounds of pro- 
visions to  Seventh  Fleet  ships  dur- 
ing the deployment - not  to  men- 
tion movies and mail. 

She visited the Philippines, Hong 
Kong, Taiwan,  Japan,  Samoa, Ha- 
waii, New Zealand and Australia. 
Film and  TV  star Phyllis  Diller 
gave  an  impromptu  show on board 
in Sydney,  Australia. 

Pkztte will celebrate  her  30th 
birthday in December.  She claims 
the distinction of being the oldest 
Navy ship  in  continuous  active 
service. 

Welcome,  Welcome,  Welcome 
They  had seen  exotic  places-the 

Philippines, Korea, H on g KO n g, 
Taiwan, New Zealand, Thai land ,  
Japan  and  Vietnam-and done  great 
things. 

And  now they  were  heading  for 
their  last  port  call - and home. 
These ships  returned  to CONUS 

from  the Western  Pacific: 

uss Kitty  Hawk (CVA 63) ended 
her  fourth  combat  cruise as she 
palled  into  San  Diego  with Air 
Wing 11 Her  operating area in the 
eight-month dep loymen t  ranged 
from  the Gulf of Tonkin  to the 
East  China Sea. 

Ten days after  the cruise  began, 
the  carrier and air  wing  received 
the  Presidential  Unit  Citation  for 
their  1967-68  cruise,  giving Kitty 
Hawk the  distinction of being  the 
first  ship  to  earn the  PUC  in  the 
Vietnam  conflict. 

In five  line  periods,  her  aviators 
engaged in missions in  support of 
allied  troops  in the Republic of 
Vietnam. 

The Hawk served  as  flagship  for 
Commander Task Force  77. Com- 
mand of the force  passed from Vice 
Admiral R. W.  Cousins  to Vice Ad- 
miral M. F. Weisner in ceremonies 
on  her  flight  deck  in  July. 

uss Ticonderoga (CVA 14)  came 
home to San Diego  to end  a seven- 
and-a-half-month  deployment,  her 
last as an a t tack   car r ie r .  She 
claimed  to  be the only Essex class 
carrier  to  make  five combat cruises 
to Vietnam. 

Her Air Wing  16 pilots  operated 
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in support of U. S. and Republic of 
Vietnam  forces. 

Ticonderoga celebrated  the 25th 
anniversary of her  commissioning 
in May. At that time,  she was the 
oldest CVA in the Seventh  Fleet. 

The carrier changed her  home 
port from San Diego to Long Beach 
in October as she  began  an  over- 
haul  and conversion  to  antisub- 
marine  duties.  After  conversion, 
she will remain  in  Long Beach to 
replace uss Hornet (CVS 12),  
which is due for  deactivation in 
March 1970. 

San  Diego also welcomed uss 
Saint  Paul (CA 73) as she com- 
pleted  a  seven-month  Western 
Pacific  cruise. 

Saint Paul, the only  heavy  cruiser 
in  the Pacific  Fleet,  spent most of 
the deployment off the coast of 
Vietnam,  supporting  allied  forces 
ashore. 

During her  fourth  Vietnam  de- 
ployment, the cruiser  served as 
flagship  for  Commander  Cruiser- 
Destroyer  Group,  Seventh  Fleet. 

Between  line  periods, Saint Pad 
visited Hong Kong, Japan,  Thai- 
Iand, the Philippines,  Hawaii and 
Korea. 

uss Chicago (CG 11) returned 
to  San  Diego  after  seven  months in 
WestPac, The  guided missile cruis- 
er served  primarily as a Positive 
Identification Radar Advisory Zone 
( PIRAZ) ship,  tracking and  identi- 
fying  all  aircraft in her  operating 
area. An additional  duty was search 
and rescue (SAR) for  downed 
U. S. fliers. 

The   dock   l and ing   sh ip  uss 
Tortuga (LSD 26) returned  to 
Long  Teach  after  eight  months in 
the Western  Pacific. During  the 
cruise,  she  carried 429 Navymen 
and Marines, 228 vehicles and 61 
small craft. She  acted as primary 
control  ship  for the amphibious 
operation  Daring  Rebel  back in 
May 1969. 

uss Dale (DLG 19) came  home 
to San Diego  after  her  fourth  Viet- 
nam  cruise. The guided missile 
frigate  performed  search and res- 
cue,  carrier  escort and plane  guard 
assignments in the Gulf of T'onkin. 
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Th i s  quortermoster  is  toking o visuol  fix 
with on olidode to  determine the  position 

of his ship. 

the  East China  Sea and  the Sea of 
Japan. 

At the  end of her  tour, Dale 
maneuvered off New  Zealand in 
the  annual Longex 69 exercise, a 
joint training  operation of the 
navies of New  Zealand,  Great 
Britain,  Australia and  the U. S. 

Her sixth deployment  to  Viet- 
nard ended for uss King (DLG 10) 
as she  pulled  into  San  Diego. 

The missile frigate  operated in 
the Sea of Japan  and  performed 
SAR and PIRAZ duties in the  Gulf 
of Tonkin. In her SAR assignment, 
she  recovered two Navy pilots, who 
had  been forced  to  eject  because 
of engine  trouble. 

Her crew  visited  Pearl Harbor, 

Midway, Yokosuka, Sasebo, Kobe, 
Subic Bay and  Hong Kong. 

Destroyers  returning from West- 
Pac  included: 

uss Gurke (DD 783), to  San 
Diego from her  fifth  combat de- 
ployment.  She  performed  carrier 
escort and plane  guard missions, 
gunfire  support, SAR and special 
operations. Gurke rescued  a  down- 
ed Air Force  pilot off the coast of 
Vietnam. 

uss Rowan (DD 782), uss 
Chevalier ( D D  805) and uss 
Buchanan (DDG 14), returning to 
San  Diego  together  with Com- 
mander  Destroyer Division 152 
embarked. Chevalier was credited 
with  rescuing  two  downed  pilots 
and  a man  overboard from uss Bon 
Homme Richard (CVA 31).  

uss Radford (DD 446), to 
Pearl  Harbor,  ending  her  last de- 
ployment  before  decommissioning. 
In  her 27 years of service, Radford 
saw action in World War I1 and 
the Korean and Vietnamese  con- 
flicts. In  February 1943, she was 
given credit  as  the  first Navy ship 
to  shoot  down  an  enemy  aircraft 
with  full  radar  gunfire  control. 

uss Douglas H. Fox (DD 
779), to Norfolk to end  a Vietnam 
cruise. In more than 60 missions, 
she  gave  gunfire  support  to allied 
troops  from  the Rung Sat  Special 
Zone in the south  to  areas  near the 
Demilitarized Zone  in the  north. 
Other  duties  included carrier. 

, escort. 

ON ICE-pH2 W. W. 
King captured this 
wintry  setting oboord 
USS Myles C. Fox (DD 

829). 
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gallantry in Vietnam. 
He is Lieutenant  Commander 

Gerald C. (Gary) Caron,  an offi- 
cer on the staff of Commander 
Task  Force 77 aboard the carrier 
uss Kitty Hawk (CVA 63) oper- 
ating in the  Far East. 

It  brought  to  39  the  number of 
decorations awarded to the 
33-year-old  naval  aviator who re- 
ceived his latest  medal  for  flying 
the  first  single  plane,  night  radar 
mission against the enemy on 22 
Aug 1967. 

Then  serving  io an  A-6A all- 
weather radar aircraft  with  Attack 
Squadron 196,  LCDR  Caron took 
his lone  aircraft  into  a  heavily  de- 
fended  area,  and  successfully com- 
pleted his assigned mission. 

LCDR  Caron  has  been  credited 
with  having  carried  out the first 

New BEQ in Hawaii 
A new  bachelor  enlisted  quarters 

to  accommodate 350 Navymen as- 
signed  to the Fleet  Operations 
Control Center  at Wheeler AFB, 
Hawaii, will be built  under  the 
“turn-key  contract”  procedure. The 
BEQ will follow a  traditional Ha- 
waiian design. 

Under the turn-key  method, the 
contractor  agrees  to  design and 
construct the job to the point  where 
the  building is ready  for  occu- 
pancy.  This  contract  method  has 
not  previously  been  used in bar- 
racks construction. 

In the case of the new  barracks, 
the Officer in Charge of Construc- 

’ tion,  Mid-Pacific,  advertised the 
contract  for  competitive  bidding. 
Six prospectiire  builders  then  sub- 
mitted  preliminary  designs  with 
specifications and cost quotations. 

The proposals  were  reviewed by 
a  board that considered  all  aspects 
of  the  project,  including  site, de- 
sign, engineer ing ,  specifications 
and cost. The winning  bid by a 
Honolulu  contractor was the lowest 
which  conformed  to  Navy  stand- 
ards. 

The new  barracks will include  a 
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LCDR  Gerald  Caron  has received his second 
Silver  Star medal  for  gallantry in  Vietnam. 
One o f  the Navy’s most  highly decorated 
pilots,  Caron is now serving as target of- 
ficer o f  Commander Task Force 77 aboard 

USS Kit ty  Hawk  (CVA 63). 

three-  a  n  d  four-story  building. 
Walls will be of concrete  masonry 
and roofs of enamel-coated  alu- 
minum  gable. The building is 
scheduled  to be completed  next 
August. 

New  Barracks  at  Phil ly 
The second of three  new  con- 

crete  barracks  has  been opened  at 
Philadelphia  Naval  Station. 

The 500-man  structures  are  de- 
signed  with  four wings and  three 
stories, and  are completely  air- 
conditioned. 

One floor of the second  barracks 
is reserved  for  Waves. 

The  three buildings,  including 
one  now  under  construction, are 
the  first  barracks  built at Philadel,- 
phia  since  before  World War 11. 

Enlisted Quarters a t  Glynco 
Two new  Navy barracks-if  you 

can  call  them  that-have  been 
opened  at Glynco,  Ga. 

They’re  nothing like the bar- 
racks you knew in boot  camp. 

Each building  houses 182 men 
in 47 rooms, with  one  to  four men 
in a room. An innerspring  bed,  a 
closet-style  locker,  an  easy  chair 



N E W  MODEL-A TA-4J. two-seated training version of the A-4 Skyhawk  attack  jet, 
makes a landing  aboard USS Wasp (CVS 18). 

T A 4 J  Used  to  Train  Students 
A new  model of one of the 

Navy’s  most versatile  aircraft  has 
taken on still  another  duty - train- 
ing  student  naval  aviators. 

The  TA4J, a  two-seat version 
of the famous  single-place A-4 
Skyhawk attack  jet,  made  its  first 
student  carrier  landings  aboard 
uss Wasp (CVS 18) in the Gulf 
of Mexico in September. 

Wasp was serving as training 
carrier  for  the  Naval Air Advanced 
Training  Command,  Corpus  Chris- 
ti,  while Lexington (CVT  16), the 
regular  training  carrier, was being 
overhauled. 

The TA-4J will replace  the  F-9 
Cougar as advanced training  air- 
craft over the next  three  years.  The 
Cougar was introduced  to  the 
Fleet in 1952,  four  years  before the 
first of many models of the A-4 en- 
tered Navy service. 

he ready for full occupancy  soon. The  
Shown  are  enlisted men’s housing  units. 

According  to  Rear  Admiral  F. C. 
Turner, Chief of Naval Air Ad- 
vanced  Training,  “design  improve- 
ments and increased  capabilities 
of the Skyhawk will result in a 
more highly  qualified  pilot by the 
time  he  receives his Navy wings.” 

And Commander  Kenneth D. 
Kugler  said, “It’s the finest  air- 
craft the training  command  has 
ever  had.”  CDR  Kugler is com- 
manding  officer of VT-21, the first 
training  squadron  to  receive  the 
TA-4J. 

Single-place  combat versions of 
the Skyhawk, the Navy’s smallest 
combat  plane,  are in service in 
carriers and in Marine  units 
throughout the world. The 500- 
mile-per-hour  jets  can be used as 
bombers,  photo  planes,  tankers  to 
refuel  other  aircraft, and even 
fighters in a  pinch. 

Earlier  two-seat models have 
seen duty in replacement  air 
wings, but  the TA-4 had not  been 
used  to  train  student  aviators  until 
the  past  year. 

AGTR, CB Deactivations 
Four  technical  research  ships and 

seven mobile  construction  battal- 
ions have joined the list of Navy 
units  to  be  deactivated  this  fiscal 
year as part of the defense  savings 
program. 

The ships  are uss Oxford (AGTR 
1) and Jamestown ( AGTR 3 ) ,  
homeported at San  Diego; and 
Georgetown (AGTR  2)  and Bel- 

mont (AGTR 4) ,  based at Norfolk. 
All four  ships  are  24  years  old;  each 
carries 300 officers and enlisted 
men. 

The construction  battalions,  each 
comprising  about  752  Navymen, 
are  scheduled  for  deactivation in 
November and December.  They are 
NMCBs 9, 11 and  8, based at Port 
Hueneme;  NMCB  128,  Gulfport, 
and NMCBs 6, 58 and 53,  Davis- 
ville. 

About 5000 men  are  to  be  re- 
leased  from  active duty as a  result 
of the Seabee  disestablishments. 
Those  who  chose  to  remain on ac- 
tive duty or are  ineligible  for re- 
lease will be  transferred  to  other 
units. 

Total  savings  from  deactivation 
of the  four  ships and seven NMCBs 
will be about $43 million. 

A list of 99 ships and 11 aviation 
units  scheduled  for  retirement ap- 
peared in ALL HANDS, November 
1969, p. 36. 

In  another  aspect of the econ- 
omy drive,  the Navy has  an- 
nounced  plans  to  reduce its civilian 
work force  nationwide by about 
30,000  during  fiscal  year  1970, 
mainly by normal  attrition.  Since 
most of the billets  for  these civilian 
workers are  being  eliminated, the 
reduction is not expected  to  affect 
rotation  for  Navymen. 

New  Recruit Chapel 
Navy boots at  Orlando’s  Naval 

Training  Center  recently  attended 
the  dedication of a  chapel  built  for 
their exclusive use. The edifice was 
among  the  first  scheduled  for  con- 
struction at  the Center’s  Recruit 
Training  Command. 

After  a  dedicatory  service  which 
included music by a  100-voice Re- 
cruit Blue Jacket  Choir, the  chapel 
was open  for  tours  by the public. 

In  addition  to  its main sanctuary 
which  seats  approximately  1000 
persons,  the  building  includes  a 
small Jewish chapel and  a Catholic 
oratory  to be used  for  daily Mass 
and confessions. There is also office 
space in the building  for  four  chap- 
lains. 

The chapel’s first weekly sched- 
ule  included  three  Protestant  serv- 
ices,  one Roman Catholic,  one  Jew- 
ish,  one  Christian  Science and one 
Latter  Day  Saints  service. 
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bulletin board 
Early Out May  Cost  You  Extra  Months 
Of  GI Bill Educational  Assistance 

If you’re scheduled  for  early  discharge  or  separa- 
tion, you  may receive less GI Bill educational  assist- 
ance  than  the man who  stayed in longer,  according 
to  the Veterans  Administration. 

Servicemen who are  separated with less than 18 
months of active  duty  receive  only  one and  a half 
months of GI Bill aid  for  each  month of service. (For 
example,  a man discharged  after 16 months of active 
duty is eligible  for  24  months of educational  help.) 

However,  a  serviceman  who  has  served 18 months 
or more on active duty may receive 36 months of GI 
Bill aid. 

VA has  asked  each  service  to  insure that men being 
separated  or  discharged  understand  the  l8-montli 
qualification  for  full GI Bill benefits. 

Eligibility is spelled  out  in  Title 38, U. S. Code, 
Subchapter 11, Section  1661: 

‘I. . . each  eligible  veteran  shall be  entitled  to  edu- 
cational  assistance  under  this  chapter  for  a  period of 
one and one-half months (or  the  equivalent thereof in 
part-time  educational  assistance)  for  each  month or 
fraction  thereof of his service on active duty  after  Jan. 
31, 1955. If an  eligible  veteran  has  served  a  period of 
18 months  or more on active duty  after Jan.  31,  1955, 
and has  been  released  from  service  under  conditions 
that would  satisfy his active duty obligation, he shall 
be  entitled  to  educational  assistance  under  this  chap- 
ter for  a  period of 36 months. . . .” 

Class C Welding School at  San  Diego 
Offers  Broader  Specialization  Areas 

Sparks are flying  everywhere in the  Class C Weld- 
ing School at NTC  San  Diego, now that  the school’s 
new  format is  in operation. 

The increased  activity  began  early  last  fall  when 
new  courses  were added  to  the curriculum,  student 
quotas  were  raised  and  convening  dates  for classes 
stepped  up. 

The  new format offers a  broader  field of specializa- 
tion  to the  student. Instead of studying  general  weld- 

A Phantom  takes o f f  from USS Kitty  Hawk  (CVA  63).  This  paint- 
ing, by John  Steel, i s   par t   o f   the disploy at  the U. 5. Navy and 

Marine Corps Exhibit Center. 

ing on an  intermediate  or  advanced  level,  he may en- 
roll in one  or more of six specialized  courses and 
work toward  a  specific  NEC. 

Below  is a  table  showing  the  course  titles,  the 
length of each  course, the NEC codes that may be 
earned  by  completing  a  course, and  the  annual  stu- 
dent  quotas per  course. 

At one  time,  students  were  ordered  to the school 
under  permanent  change of station  orders and  then 
reassigned  upon  completion of training.  Now,  how- 
ever,  a  command may order  an  individual  to the- 
school on a  TAD basis, thus  benefiting  from  his  spe- 
cialized  knowledge of welding  upon his return. 

Almost all  Navymen  assigned  to the welding  courses 
in San  Diego are in the  shipfitter rating, E-3  and 
above.  However,  qualifying BTs converting  to the , 
new BR rating may be  assigned. 

Requests  for Class C Welding School quotas may 
be  made  through the regular  chain of command  to 
the  Bureau of Naval  Personnel (Pers-B2156).  Quo- 
tas  are  granted on an individual basis only. 

The six new  courses now in effect  are: 
Course   Length  NEC Quota  
Brazer  4 weeks 5F-4951  375 
Plate  Welder  10 weeks S F 4 9 5 2   4 0 0  
Pipe  Welder  4 weeks SF-4954  175 
High  Pressure  Pipe  Welder  4 Weeks SF-4955  175 
Nuclear  Power  Plant  Components  Welder  14 weeks SF-4956  75 
Pressure Hull Welder 2 weeks SF-4953  150 

Two courses  offered  by the school .which were  un- 
affected  by  the  recent  changes are  the 16-week  Nu- 
clear  Propulsion  Plant  Operators Welding  and 14-week 
Nondestructive  Testing of Metals  courses. 

Civilian  Clothing  for  Chiefs 
Chief petty  officers may wear civilian  clothing  to 

and from their  ships on liberty. 
The khaki  working  coat is eliminated as an  optional 

uniform  item. 
These  are  two of the changes  to Uniform Regula- 

tions contained in BuPers  Notice  1020 (12  Dec  1969). 
This  notice also described the SSBN Deterrent  Patrol 
Insignia. Here’s a  summary: 

Civi l ian  Clothes.  Chief,  Senior Chief and Master 
Chief petty officers may possess civilian  clothing at 
shore  stations and  aboard  ships in U. S. ports. 

Also, unless specified  otherwise by the  Fleet or  area 
commander, the senior  officer  present may authorize 
chiefs  to  stow civvies aboard  ship and wear  them on 
liberty in overseas  ports. The civilian  clothing may be 
worn while  leaving  or  returning  to the  ship or  station, 
while  awaiting  transportation  after permission to  leave 
the  ship  has  been  given,  and  generally in any  off-duty 
status  ashore. As usual, the dress  must  be  “appropriate 
for the occasion and uphold  standards of good taste.” 

Khak i   Coat .  The wash-cotton  khaki  working  coat, 
popular in the 1940s but seldom seen in recent  years, 
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is eliminated  as an optional  item  for  officers and chief 
petty officers. 

Patrol Insignia. The SSBN Deterrent  Patrol  Insignia 
is a silver-color metal  pin  which  shows  the  broadside 
view of a Lafayette class submarine and  a Polaris mis- 
sile circled by three  electron  paths.  Stars  positioned  on 
a  scroll at  the bottom of the insignia  indicate  the 
number of patrols  in  which the submariner  has  par- 
ticipated. 

Men who  are  entitled  to  both  the  Submarine 
Combat  Patrol  Insignia and  the SSBN Deterrent  In- 
signia may wear  one or  the  other  but  not  both. 

Nature o f  the Occasion Determines 
When  Navy  Uniform  Should  Be  Worn 

The Navy Department has  established  certain 
guidelines  to follow when in doubt  whether or  not  to 
wear  your  uniform at  other  than official  functions. 

Specific  limitations  were  spelled  out in a  recent 
change  to U .  S .  Navy Uniform  Regulations, 1959, 
which  apply  to  all  members of the naval  service,  in- 
cluding  those  retired,  those in a  Reserve  status, and 
certain  former  Navymen. 

The rules  say: you may wear your  uniform if you’re 
a special  guest  speaker at  the court-of-honor  cere- 
mony of a  local Boy Scout  troop, but definitely  not in 
the  unlikely  event you were  to attend  a meeting or 
demonstration  with  totalitarian,  fascist,  communist  or 
subversive  overtones. If you don’t know  which  organi- 
zations  fall  into  these  categories, the Attorney  General 
of the  United  States  has singled them  out in General 
Order 10450. 

Similarly, the naval  uniform  must  not be worn at 
functions  sponsored  by  individuals  seeking  to  alter  the 
form of the  govemment by  other  than  constitutional 
means, or at  meetings  sponsored by persons  who  have 
adopted  a  policy of advocating or approving  acts of 
force  or  violence  to deny others  their  rights under  the 
Constitution.  Nor,  can it  be worn in connection  with 
furthering one’s political  aspirations or convictions or 
in connection  with  private  employment or commercial 
interests,  especially  when  doing so would  suggest  an 
official Navy or DOD sponsorship. 

Certain  former  Navymen may be  authorized  to  wear 
their  uniforms  at  special occasions such as military 
funerals,  memorial  services,  weddings and inaugurals, 
a  privilege  extended  to  those  members  who  served 
honorably  during  a  declared  or  undeclared  war and 
whose service ended  under honorable  conditions. The 
provisions of DOD Directive 1334.1 or  those of 10 
USC 772 apply.  Medal of Honor  recipients may wear 
their  uniforms at  their pleasure,  within the margins of 
limitations  mentioned  above. 

Regardless of your  status,  to  ensure that you keep 
well within the margin of limitations, you must  receive 
authorization  from  competent  authority  before  wear- 
ing  your  uniform  while  participating in public  demon- 
strations. These  include  public  speeches,  interviews, 
picket  lines,  marches,  rallies and civil  rights  protests. 
Perhaps  the best  rule of thumb is never  wear the uni- 
form if doing so would be in violation of Navy  Uni- 

form Reguktions, or  would  bring  discredit  upon the 
Navy and  the Armed  Forces. 

As a  Navyman you are  strongly  encouraged  to  wear 
the uniform,  however,  while on leave or liberty and 
when engaged in activities  which  bring  credit  to the 
uniform. It’s one way you can  demonstrate that you 
are  a man serving his country. 

Color  Prints o f  Paintings Will Help 
Solve T h a t  Decorating  Problem 

Do you have  a  den you want  to decorate? A  ward- 
room that needs  freshening? An EM  club? Relax. 
Uncle  Chinfo  has the answers.  Twenty-six of them. 

Since  before  World War I1 and continuing  through 
the Navy’s special  actions in the Vietnam  area, the 
U. S. Navy has had its  history  recorded by artists in 
more than 3000 paintings. The 26 color prints  listed 
below  are the first  group of paintings  reproduced  from 
the Navy Combat Art Collection  for  general Navy 
issue and sale to  the public. 

Each  print is a  faithful  reproduction of the original, 
22 by 28 inches in size. 

A pamphlet, “Your Navy,” NavSo P-3079, which 
contains  a one-color illustration of each of the 26 
prints, may be  requested  from  the  Commanding  Of- 
ficer,  Naval  Publications and Forms  Center,  Phila- 
delphia,  Pa. 19120, by submission of a DOD Single 
Line  Item  Requisition, DD 1348, citing Stock No. 

Requests  for color prints  for  official  use  should  be 
submitted on DD 1348 to  the  CO  at  the Publications I 
and Forms  Center,  citing  the  applicable  stock  number 
listed  below  for the individual  prints.  Requests  are 
limited  to  one  copy  each. 

Individuals  may  buy  copies  for $1 each. An order 
form is provided  in  the  illustrated pamphlet described 
above. Send  a check  or money. order, made payable 
to  the  Treasurer of the  United States,  with  each  order 

0515-929-0000. 

WATERCOLOR by George Gray of USS Proteus  (AS  19) may be 
ordered by citing Stock No. 0515-930-0003,  Item No. NavSo 

P-3080-3. ’ 
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directly  to: 

Office 
Director, Navy Publications and Printing  Service 

Building  4,  Section D 
700 Robbins Ave. 
Philadelphia,  Pa.  19111. 
Here’s the list of prints  now  available: 

Stock No. Item No. T i t l e  
0515-930-0001 NavSo  P-3080-1 Destroyer  Man 
0515-930-0002 NavSo  P-3080-2 Refueling a t  Sea 
0515-930-0003 NavSo  P-3080-3 US5  Proteus  (A5 19) 
051  5-930-0004 NavSo  P-3080-4 Team Work-ASW 
051  5-930-0005 NavSo  P-3080-5 Midsummer k e n e ” c M u r d o  

Sound 

0515-930-0006  NavSo  P-3080-6  Rehabilitation of Destroyer 

0515-930-0007 Nav.50 P-3080-7 The  Wheels 
0515-930-0008 NovSo  P-3080-8 Shore  Leave 
0515-930-0009 NavSo  P-3080-9 On Deck; US5  Roosevelt  with 

Johnson 

6 th  Fleet 
0515-930-0010  NavSo  P-3080-10 A i r  Defense, Bottle  of  Santa 

0515-930-001  1 NavSo  P-3080-11 Al l  Vessels Make Smoke 
0515-930-0012 NavSo  P-3080-12 Replenishment  Day a t  Sea 
0515-930-0013 NavSo  P-3080-13 LSO  Directs  Students  Aboard 

Cruz 

US5  Lexington 
0515-930-0014  NavSo  P-3080-14  T-2A  Buckeye  Student Ready 

0515-930-0015 
0515-930-0016 
0515-930-0017 
0515-930-0018 

0515-930-0019 

051  5-930-0020 

0515-930-0021 

051 5-930-0022 

NOVSO  P-3080-15 
NavSo  P-3080-16 
NOVSO  P-3080-17 
NavSo  P-3080-18 

NavSo  P-3080-19 

NavSo  P-3080-20 

NOVSO P-3080-21 

NovSo  P-3080-22 

to Launch 
Underway  Replenishment 
Hook  Down,  Wheels  Down 
A l  Peace W i th  God 
lender  (AD  15)   Wi th Destroy- 

ers 
Games Preliminaries  in  Front 

of  Boncroft  Hall - 
Homecoming of  Destroyel 

Homecoming o f  Destroyer 

US5 Duluth-LVTs  Preparing 

Squadron 24 (en  route) 

Squadron 24  (arrival) 

to Debark 
0515-930-0023 NavSo  P-3080-23 USS  Nauti lus  (SSN  751) 
0515-930-0024 NavSo  P-3080-24 Seawolves Ignore Bait  
0515-930-0025 NovSo  P-3080-25 Bon  Homrne  Richard in  Hong 

0515-930-0026  NavSo  P-3080-26 All  Pilots  Man  Your  Aircraft 
Kong  Harbor 

ACRYLIC by Maxine McCaffrey-UO Directs  Students  Aboard 
US5 Lexington-is obtainable by using  Stock  No.  0515-930-0013, 

Item No.  NavSo  P-3080-13. 

FHA In-Service Mortgage Insurance  Program 
Is for You - Here  Are the  Details 
HE FEDERAL HOUSING Administration  in-service 
mortgage  insurance  program assists the Navyman 

on active duty in lowering the cost of his monthly 
house  payments. 

How? 
By having  the Department of the Navy pay  the 

mortgage  insurance  premium, that’s how.  Further- 
more, these  payments  are made by the Navy  for  as 
long as the man serves on active duty  and remains 
FHA-qualified. 

This  program is nothing  new.  It has  been  around 
since the National  Housing Act was amended by the 
Housing Act of 1954  which added  the section on 
Mortgage  Insurance  for  Servicemen. It was initiated 
with the  thought  toward  aiding members sf the 
Armed  Forces and  their  families in financing the  con- 
struction  or  purchase of a  home.  In  1954,  the GI Bill 
in existence  did  not  have  provision  for  an  in-service 
mortgage  insurance  program. 

The mortgage  covered  by the  FHA insurance must 
be  for  a  single-family  dwelling  or  a  one-family  unit 
in a  condominium  project.  In  addition, the individual 
or his family  must live in the  house  or  certify that  he 
is unable  to  do so because of a  military  assignment. 

The highest  mortgage  amount that  FHA  can insure 
is $30,000, except  for  areas  where the cost of living 
scale is higher,  such as in Alaska, Hawaii and Guam. 

Although  the top mortgage  amount is $30,000, no 
limit is placed on the value of the house that you may 
buy.  However, you must  make  a  large  enough  down 
payment  to  cover the difference between  the maxi- 
mum allowable  mortgage and  the cost of the house. 

Interest  rates on FHA-insured  mortgages  vary from 
time  to  time,  depending  upon the availability of funds. 
But,  once  a  mortgage is insured,  it  continues  to  bear 
interest at  the  rate set in the  mortgage  note  endorsed 
by the FHA.  Currently,  the  rate  paid by the Navy is 
one-half of one  per cent of the  total loan value.  This 
could amount to  a  monthly  premium of approximately 
$13 on a $30,000 mortgage. 

To qualify for this  FHA  insurance  program, you 
must meet  certain  eligibility  requirements  before  a 
Certificate of Eligibility (DD Form 802) may be is- 
sued.  For  example, you must: 

Be currently  serving on active  duty,  including  re- 
tired  individuals  retained on active duty,  but not  for 
temporary  duty. 

Have served on active  duty in any of the Armed 
Forces  for more than  two  years,  not  necessarily on a 
continuous basis. 

Certify  that you require  housing and  are ready  to 
buy  a  home  or  have  assumed  a  home  mortgage on a 
single-family  dwelling that was previously  insured  un- 
der  any  other provision of the  National  Housing Act. 

The home that you wish to  buy  does  not  necessarily 
have  to be located in the vicinity where you are  sta- 
tioned. It may be located in another  area,  perhaps 
where you plan  to  reside after retirement or where 
you expect  to  provide  a  home  for  your  family. 
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In general, OSVEY applies  to men who have  a  year 
or more active duty remaining  after  their  overseas 
shore or toured  sea  TCD. 

But in all  other  cases  when you can  expect  reas- 
signment  to  sea, you will be  able  to tell the distribu- 
tion authorities  your  preferences-and you'll normally 
have  a good chance of getting  the  duty you want. 

Increased VA Checks Have Been Authorized 
For  Servicemen's Widows Eligible for DIC 

About 168,000 widows of servicemen  began  receiv- 
ing  larger  Veterans  Administration  checks in January. 

A new  law,  signed by the President 27 Oct 1969, 
authorizes  increases for most widows who are eligible 
for dependency  and indemnity  compensation (DIC) , 
effective 1 Dec 1969. The first  increased  checks  were 
sent  to  beneficiaries 1 Jan 1970. 

DIC payments  are  authorized  for widows of serv- 
icemen,  retirees or veterans  who  died on or after 1 Jan 
1957 of service-connected  causes. The new  law  does 
not  affect  payments  to  survivors  receiving  compensa- 
tion  under laws that  preceded  the  DIC program. 

The new  rates  provide $167 monthly for the widow 
of a man in pay  grade  E-1,  compared  to  a  minimum 
of $134 in the old scale.  Payments for eligible  widows 

.of other  enlisted men and officers  range up.  to $457. 
Besides the increase in basic  payments,  another 

feature of the new  legislation is an  extra  payment of 
$20 a  month  for  each  unmarried  child  under  age 
eighteen. With few  exceptions, widows with  children 
received  nothing  extra  under the previous  law. 

DIC recipients who are  patients in nursing  homes, 
or who are  helpless or blind to  the point that  they 
need  regular  aid from another  person, may receive  an 
additional $50 a  month  under  the new law. 

No application is necessary  for the raise in basic 
payments,  which is being made automatically.  Forms 
for  applying for children's  allowances will be mailed 
to  all widows receiving DIC payments. 

In  the old law, DIC payments were tied  to  military 

L E A R N   A L L   A B O U T  IT-This sailor  is  briefed  on  the  educational 
Programs  available to him  both  ashore  ond  afloot. 

pay. The new  law  discards the formula and provides 
a  table of payments  based on the  pay  grade  held  by 
the  deceased  serviceman. 

Here  are  the  new basic  payments,  compared  to 
maximum and minimum  payments  under  the old 
formula. 

Old Range of Payments 
Pay Grade New Payment Minimum  Maximum 

E-1 
E-2 
E-3 
E-4 
E 4  
E-6 
E-7 
E-8 
E-9 
w-1 
w-2 
w-3 
w-4 
0-1 
0-2 
0-3 
0-4 
0-5 
0-6 
0-7 
0-8 
0-9 
0-1 0 

$167 
172 
177 
187 
193 
197 
206 
21  8 
228"  
21 1 
219 
226 
23  8 
21 1 
21  8 
234 
247 
272 
306 
332 
363 
390 
426*' 

$134 
136 
139 
146 
151 
156 
162 
186 
198 
166 
175 
183 
189 
167 
174 
188 
1 93 
206 
220 
2 6 5  
295 
313 
338 

$1 40 
142 
150 
159 
171 
180 
20  1 
21 0 
22 1 
197 
207 
220 
238 
200 
21 5 
23  2 
247 
272 
306 
332 
363 
390 
426 

*If serviceman served OS MCPON or equivalent  payment is $245. 
*'If  officer served os CNO or equivalent, or 5 os  Chairman o f  

JCS, payment is  $457. 

This I s  the  Latest in Time-in-Grade 
Requirements for Enlisted Advancement 

By the  time you read  this, you've probably  already 
taken the  February advancement exam. Here's what 
to  expect  in  the  future. 

As ALL HANDS reported  earlier  (November 1969, p. 
46), this month's exams were the last  ones in which 
Navymen competing  for PO3 could  receive  waivers 
of the time-in-grade  requirement.  From now on, you 
must serve six months  in  pay  grade E-3 before you 
may be  advanced  to  3rd class. 

No waivers of the time-in-grade  requirement  were 
given this  time  for  any  grades  above P03, nor will 
any be given in the  future. You must  serve  a  year as 
P03, two  years  as P02, and three  years  as PO1 before 
moving up to  the  next  grade. 

Men who  received  time-in-grade  waivers  to  take this 
month's exam for PO3 were  given  until the  day of 
the  test  to  complete the required  correspondence 
courses,  performance  tests and practical  factors.  How- 
ever,  anyone  who  did  not  receive  a  waiver - which, 
from now on,  includes  everyone - must finish these 
requirements at least  a  month  before the test. 

Advancements from this month's exams will be  made 
in six increments,  on the first of each  month  from May 
to October.  Increments  from the August  test will be 
November  through  April. 
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Time  in  grade  for  future  exam  purposes will be 
figured from 1 May if you are  advanced from the 
February test, no matter  what  increment you are  in- 
cluded  in.  For  instance, if you are  advanced  to  PO3 
on 1 July, you  will be eligible to take the  PO2 test 
next February,  even  though you  won’t quite have 
the  required  year as a P03. 

Waivers of time in grade  are also being  discontinued 
for graduates of certain “A”  schools and  other service 
schools who  become eligible for  automatic  advance- 
ment on graduation. No waivers  for  advancement  to 
PO2 wil: be given after 15 May 1970, nor for PO3 
after 31 Oct  1970. 

Beginning  with the August exams this year,  undesig- 
nated  seamen  who want  to go up for  personnelman 
3rd class will be  required  to  complete  PN “A”  School 
before  they  can  take  the  PN3 exam. 

LDOs Passed Over Twice Face  Choice of 
Retirement or  Reversion to EM Status 

Temporary limited duty lieutenants  who  have  been 
passed over  twice by both  the  Officer  Personnel Aet 
and 10 USC 5787  for  promotion  to  lieutenant com- 
mander will now  be  required  to choose between  re- 
tirement  and  reversion to enlisted  status for transfer 
to  the  Fleet Reserve, according  to BuPers  Notice 
1800 of 2 Oct  1969. 

In fiscal years 1968  and  1969,  the  needs of the 
service  allowed many  passed-over LDO ( T )  lieuten- 
ants  to remain on active  duty, if their  performance 
was satisfactory.  However,  because  recent budget cuts 
require  a  reduction in officer strength,  the  continua- 
tion program  for  these officers must be drastically 
cut  back. 

Most of the lieutenants  affected-those  who  have 
been  passed  over  twice by selection boards  including 
the FY 70 board-will be  required  to choose between 
retirement as an  officer  or  transfer to the  Fleet Re- 
serve as an enlisted  man  by 30 Jun  1970. 

However,  those  who do not  have  the 10 years of 
commissioned service  which,  with 10 years of enlisted 
service, would  make  them  eligible  for officer retire- 
ment will be allowed to remain on active duty until 
they  are  eligible  for  retirement as an officer. 

Officers  who  retire under these rules will be given 
the same  retirement  benefits as Reserve  and  perman- 
ent Regular  officers. 

Officers Considered for Separation 
Under Selective  Retention  Program 

The selective  continuation  program  which  has al- 
lowed many  officers  facing  mandatory  separation  to 
remain on active duty is expected  to be  cut back in 
fiscal year 1971 because of the need  to  reduce the 
Navy’s strength. 

Officers who  are  in the following  categories will be 
considered  individually  for  continuation on active duty 
and notified of the decision of BuPers. As a rule, 
they will not be allowed to  remain  on  active duty  un- 
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less the Navy urgently  needs  them,  according tcj 
BuPers  Notice 1920 of 9  Sep  1969. 

Reserve  captains,  commanders and  lieutenant 
commanders  who are subject to release  or  retirement 
in fiscal  year  1970  under BuPers Instruction  1926.2B. 

Temporary  officers  who  are due for reversion  or 
retirement in FY 70 because of having  been passed 
over for promotion. (This does not apply  to  tempor- 
ary  LDOs.  Under  a  separate  notice, if LDOs  have 
been passed over  twice  by  both OPA and  10 USC 
5787  for  promotion  to  lieutenant  commander,  they  are 
required  to  revert  or  retire.) 

Regular  lieutenants  subject  to  discharge in FY 70 
for having  been  twice  passed  over, and who are within 
two  years of becoming  eligible for retirement. 

Recalled  retired officers-captains and below- 
scheduled for release in FYs 70 and  71. 

Boards in BuPers are  considering all officers in 
these  categories.  They will choose  some officers to re- 
main  on active  duty  through June  1971,  and will noti- 
fy all those  affected of the decisions in their cases be- 
fore  March  1970. 

Individual  requests  to  remain in service are not re- 
quired. Questions  on  advance decisions cannot be an- 
swered. 

New Subspecialty Codes May Be 
Assigned Unrestricted  Line  Officers 

If you’re an  unrestricted line officer with  a  sub- 
specialty  designator,  your officer Data  Card now  may 
show a  new  subspecialty  code. To  find  out, check  with 
your ship  or  station  administrative office. 

So says BuPers  Notice 1210 (28 Nov 1969), which 
discussed updated  requirements for subspecialties and 
listed modifications to  the designator  coding  pro- 
cedure.  Some  highlights of the notice: 

A subspecialty is defined as “a  significant  quali- 
fication in a  particular field . . . other  than  naval  war- 
fare  and  command  at  sea,  obtained  through  graduate 
or baccalaureate level education,  practical  experience 
or  a  combination  thereof.” 

Subspecialties help  to meet the Navy’s need for 
unrestricted  line officers qualified in areas of tech- 
nology and  management.  However,  your  subspecialty 
always  takes  second  place to your  primary  specialty - 
naval warfare  and  command at sea. 

* A  separate  directive, OpNav  Inst.  1211.6  series, 
lists the various subspecialties and explains the pro- 
cedures  used  to  identify  subspecialty billets. 

A list of the various subspecialties, plus corre- 
sponding  general  criteria  used  by  the Chief of Naval 
Personnel  to  identify officers in  each  category, accom- 
panies the RuPers  Notice 1210.  (BuPers Notice 1520 
of 30 Apr 1969 lists the Navy-sponsored  curricula 
directly  related  to  a  particular  subspecialty area.) 

Subspecialists  are  identified by a  four-digit  code 
and one-letter suffix (such as 8302P).  The four-digit 
identifiers  apply  to  each  subspecialty  area. The one- 
letter suffixes “P”, “S” and  “Q”  indicate levels of 
qualification. 
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Your subspecialty  code  should appear in blocks 
59 of  your Officer Data  Card  (NavPers 1301/6). The 
first block  shows the primary “P” code. The second 
block  may contain  a  secondary “P” code  or  an “S” or 
“9” code. 

You may be  identified as a  subspecialist in more 
than  one  area only if you have  “significant and  cur- 
rent qualifications” in the  areas  concerned.  However, 
dual  coding may  not be  based  on  your  completion of 
a single curriculum. If you are qualified  for two or 
more subspecialties (via completion of a single cur- 
riculum),  the  code assigned will reflect  your previous 
or  anticipated fields of experience. 

The Chief of Naval  Personnel will review the 
records of all officers currently  designated as sub- 
specialists and make  any  changes  appropriate  to the 
new coding system.  Your identification may be 
changed from one  area to  another or removed  com- 
pletely. You may request a review of your  record for 
possible changes  to  your  subspecialty  designator. 

The record of an  unrestricted  line officer will be 
screened  with  a view toward possible subspecialty 
designation  when he completes graduate, baccalau- 
reate level or seivice  college  education, or upon his 
reassignment. 

To  insure  that all pertinent  information is con- 
tained in your  record, you should  report the com- 
pletion of any  off-duty  education in accordance  with 
BuPers Inst. 1520.83 series. 

New  Subspecialty Codes may be assigned to  unrestricted  line 
officers. 

Directive  Sets  Policy  for Seabees on  Reenlistment, 
Extensions,  Rotation,  Advancement & Separation 
SPECIAL ROTATION procedures  for  Seabees  assigned 

to Vietnam and others  who draw Vietnam duty 
with Mobile Construction Battaliofis have  been  re- 
vised and summarized  in BuPers Notice 1306 (24 
Nov 1969). 

The directive also describes  related policies on  Sea- 
bee  reenlistment, extensions, advancement  and  early 
separation. 

The special  assignment  procedures  apply  to: 
Men in Group VI11 ratings  who  serve 12 or more 
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consecutive  months “in country”  in  Vietnam  (not 
counting  any  special  leave  or  travel  time). 

Enlisted  men (Group VI11 and  other  ratings) who 
complete at least two Vietnam  deployments  which 
total 12 months or more  with Mobile Construction 
Battalions. 

Those  who  serve  in  Vietnam  for 12 months  or 
more  with  combined “in country” and Mobile Con- 
struction Battalion assignments. 

If you  are in any of these  categories,  here are your 
options: 

If you are in a Group Vi11 rating, you will not be 
Exempt ion  

assigned  to  a  second  tour of Vietnam duty, pr to  a 
Mobile Construction  Battalion  either  deployed  to 
Vietnam  or  scheduled  to  deploy  there,  for at least  two 
years from your  tour  completion date. 

If you are not in Group  VIII, you are  exempt from 
additional  Vietnam  service  for  three  years, unless  an 
involuntary  second  tour is approved by the Chief of 
Naval  Personnel. (This does  not  rule out assignment  to 
a  rotating  unit  which  might  operate  in  ports or waters 
of Vietnam for periods of less than 12 months.) 

No  tour  completion  dates, as such,  are  established 
for men  who  deploy  to  Vietnam  with Mobile Con- 
struction  Battalions.  Therefore,  to  figure  your eligi- 
bility for  rotation, use as a TCD  the  date your  bat- 
talion arrives back  in the  continental  United  States. 

Reass ignment  
As outlined  in  the Notice,  those  with Group VI11 

ratings  who  qualify  for  reassignment after service in 
Vietnam have  the following duty options: 

i f  you are eligible for Seavey, you  may be assign- 
ed  to  shore  duty or additional sea duty, if desired, in 
accordance  with the normal Seavey procedures. 

i f  you are  not  eligible for Seavey, you may be as- 
signed  to  sea duty  (other  than  Vietnam) in the fleet 
of your  choice.  However, in order  to  transfer from 
one  fleet  to  another,  you  must  have at least 16 months 
of obligated  service from the date you are eligible  for 
transfer. Further, you must  have the obligated service 
four months  before  your  tour  completion date. This 
means you should  plan on extending or reenlisting, if 
necessary, well ahead of time. 

If you do not have  a  Group VI11 rating,  your  re- 
assignment is governed by the  procedures in BuPers 
Notioe 1306 (26 Jun 1969) or,  in  the case of hospital 
corpsmen, the BuPers Notice 1306 issued on 13 Jun 
1969. These directives also describe the early  separa- 
tion  policies for  hospital  corpsmen and others  with 
non-Group  VII1,ratings. 

You receive  an  early  release from active duty if you 

Are in  your  first  enlistment. 
Have 14 months or  less remaining  in  your  enlist- 

ment  contract,  upon  return  to CONUS from Vietnam 
service. 

Early Separat ion 

are in Group VI11 and: 
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Have  completed 12. months  in  Vietnam as out- 
lined  above and  do not wish to  extend  for  additional 
Vietnam service. 

Do not wish to  reenlist  for at least  four  years or 
extend  for  three years. 

You also will be separated  at  the  end of your  Viet- 
nam  tour  or Mobile Construction  Battalion  deploy- 
ment if you have less than 91 days of active  obligated 
service remaining and  do  not wish to  extend or re- 
enlist. If you are in  your  second or later  enlistment, 
and  your  obligated  service  exceeds  your  Vietnam  tour 
or hlCB  deployment  completion  date  by from 91 to 
180 days, you may,  with the  approval of the Chief 
of Naval  Personnel be  separated  at  the  end of your 
Vietnam  tour. 

Also, if you complete  only  one  Vietnam  deploy- 
ment  with  a Mobile Construction  Battalion, and  do 
not wish to  acquire  the  needed obligated  service to 
remain  with the battalion  for  a  normal  homeport 
training cycle and  another  deployment, you  may be 
separated  immediately  upon the MCB’s return  to  the 
home  port.  However, you must be in  your first enlist- 
ment  and  must  not  have  orders  to  another  activity, 
and must be within  three  months of the  end of your 
enlistment (including  any extension agreements) 
when  the MCB redeploys to Vietnam. 

You should note  that if you take the early  separa- 
tion and  later  change  your  mind,  you may  not reenlist 
in  your Group  VIII  rating unless  you waive the 24- 
month-non-Vietnam-duty  guarantee. 

As already  noted, you are  subject  to  reassignment 
Extens ion 

when  your  Mobile  Construction  Battalion  returns to 
the  United States if you have more  than 14 months 
of service obligation.  However, if you are  in your 
first enlistment, you might be  able  to extend  your  stay 
in Vietnam, and  then  have a  new  tour  completion 
date which  would  make you eligible  for  early  separa- 
tion. 

For  example, let’s  say  you would  have 17 months 
of  service  obligation if you returned  to  the  continental 
U. S. with  your  battalion.  On the  other  hand, if you 
stayed in Vietnam  for six additional  months, by the 
time you get  to CONUS you’ll have only 11. months’ 
obligated service-three months  below the ,maximum 
for early  separation.  This  means that for six additional 
months of Vietnam duty, you receive  your  discharge 
11 months  early. 

To do  this, you must  request  a six-month extension 
in Vietnam  five  months  before  your  tour  completion 
date. If the  request is approved, you receive  transfer 
orders  to some other Vietnam-based  unit or activity 
before  your  construction  battalion  departs. 

As before, if you’re stationed  with  a  unit  other  than 
an  MCB, you  may extend  your  Vietnam  service  for 
six months or more. 

Here you should  note that  many  men in Group 
VI11 are not  eligible  for  Seavey  assignments  to  shore 
duty  after  completing  tours  in  Vietnam.  Therefore, 
they  often  receive  orders  to  sea  duty  (other  than 
Vietnam)  which  do  not  permit  transportation of de- 
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pendents at government  expense.  This  amounts to 
consecutive  unaccompanied  tours of sea duty. It’s 
possible to avoid this  situation-and at  the same  time 
set yourself up for an early  release from active duty 
-by extending  your  tour  in  Vietnam. 

Advancement   Waiver  
Under  certain  circumstances,  your  commanding of- 

ficer may waive the obligated  service  requirements 
for your  advancement for you to  be  separated early. 

Seabees get the word on special rotation procedures for Group 
V l l l  personnel  assigned to  Vietnom. 

You may request  such  a  waiver only if you are in 
Group  VIII, are in  your  first  enlistment,  are com- 
pleting  a  Vietnam  tour,  and  had  agreed  to  extend 
your  enlistment to  have sufficient service  obligation 
for  advancement, If you otherwise  are  qualified for 
early  separation,  your  commanding officer may waive 
the  advancement service requirement. 

Other details on the  SeabeeNietnam rotation poli- 
cy,  including  reporting  procedures of interest  to  per- 
sonnel  administrators, are  contained in BuPers Notice 
1306 (24 Nov 1969). 

Petty Officer  Performance Review 
Board to  Weed  Out Inadequate POs 

If you’re one of the  great majority of master and 
senior  chief petty officers, you are  a  man whose per- 
formance,  leadership,  personal  conduct and  accept- 
ance of challenging responsibilities are  outstanding. 

Your high  standards  are  recognized. And  you  don’t 
have  a  thing  to  worry  about from the  Petty  Officer 
Performance Review Board. 

The newly  established BuPers board is concerned 
with the tiny  minority of career  petty officers who 
don’t measure up to  naval  standards of conduct  and 
performance. The board  has  been  given  the responsi- 
bility to  weed  out  these  few  under-performers in order 
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to raise the  quality of the whole petty  officer com- 
munity. 

By eliminating  those of your  contemporaries  with 
poor performance  records,  the  board is expected to 
give you greater  prestige and more  reason  for  pride. 

The  board, in periodic  meetings, will review the 
performance  records of petty officers-beginning  this 
January,  when it considered  master and senior chiefs. 

Its  members will be looking for  evidence of such 
undesirable  traits as financial  irresponsibility,  chronic 
drinking  problems, professional performance that 
warrants  repeated  unfavorable  remarks  on  evaluations, 
personal  behavior that would be  detrimental  on  sea 
duty,  repeated  disciplinary offenses which  discredit 
the Navy, and unsatisfactory  performance of duty. 

If it finds  such  problems  in  a man’s record, the 
board  may  make  one of several  recommendations  to 
the Chief of Naval  Personnel.  Among its options  are: 
involuntary  retirement  or  transfer  to the  Fleet Reserve, 
giving the man  a  warning  that  he will need  approval 
by the Chief of Naval  Personnel  before he  can re- 
enlist or  extend in the future,  or  other  appropriate 
action, possibly even  administrative  separation. 

Normally, the board will consider  only  petty officers 
who  have  served  at  least  three years in rate, 

Commands may refer cases individually to  the 
board if they  meet  these restrictions. 

However,  the  board will not be given  any quota of 
men  it  must  eliminate.  Only the  number of men who 
don’t meet  the standards-however  many  there are- 
will be  affected. 

Most career  POs don’t need to worry.  Their  records 
will show  that they’re assets to  the Navy-the kind of 
men the service  wants  to  keep. 

Novymen  connect couplings on  fuel lines for on eorly evening 
replenishment. 

SecNav  Directive  Sets  Policy  on  Termination 

O f  Temporary  Appointments  and  Resignations 

Two REVISED SecNav  instructions  explain  Navy policy 
for officers on the  subject of resigning commissions, 

or terminating  apointments  to  temporary  officer or 
warrant  officer. 

The  first, SecNav  Inst. 1920.33, applies  to  both 
Regular and Reserve  commissioned  officers  on active 
duty. 

The second,  SecNav  Inst.  1920.5A,  applies to tem- 
porary officers and  warrant officers. 

The directives  have  much  in common. For ex- 
ample,  since officers serve  “at the  pleasure of the 
President,” no terminal  dates are established for 
their commissions. 

The Secretary of the Navy, as the President’s agent, 
establishes the basic rules  concerning resignations 
and voluntary  termination of temporary  appointments 
as needs of the service  dictate. 

The merits of individual  requests  are  first  deter- 
mined by the Chief of Naval  Personnel  and  a  board 
of senior officers. Generally, only those  which  meet 
requirements  contained  in  the basic directives, or  are 
exceptions  because of hardship  or  humanitarian  rea- 
sons, are  forwarded  to  SecNav  for  consideration. 
Others  are  disapproved  or  deferred  by the Chief of 
Naval Personnel. 

In  the  latter instance,  a  resignation  might be 
deferred if a  qualified relief  is not  available,  or if an 
officer is serving  in  a  critical  category. 

With this  background in mind, here’s a  resume of 
the revised directives: 

Res ignat ions  

The policy  on voluntary  resignation of a commis- 
sion, as discussed in  SecNav  Inst. 1920.33, applies 
to all active duty officers,  Regular and Reserve. It 
does  not apply  to Reserve officers who do not  serve on 
active duty, nor to  active duty officers who wish to 
resign in lieu of being  administratively  discharged. 
Also, the directive  does  not apply  to officers who  re- 
quest  release from active  duty  while  retaining com- 
missions in  the Naval Reserve. 

To ta l   Se rv ice   (Mole   Of f icers ) .  If you become  a  mem- 
ber of the armed forces before  your  26th  birthday, 
you are obliged  to  serve six  years.  Any part of the 
six years that is not  active duty  or  active  duty for 
training  must  be  performed in a Reserve component. 

In  other words, if you enter  service  before  your 
26th  birthday  and  your  total  active  and  inactive 
service is  less than six years,  you  can  expect favor- 
able  action on your  resignation from the Regular 
Navy,  provided you accept  a commission in the 
Reserve. 

Reserve officers  who  enter the service  before  their 
26th  birthday  and  have six  or more years’ total  active 
and  inactive service, may submit  their  resignations 
and  normally  expect  favorable  action, unless  com- 
mitted to serve  longer. 

If you enter  the service on or after your 26th 
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birthday, you may  submit  your  resignation  and  nor- 
mally expect  action  after you complete  the maximum 
required  service,  plus  any  additional  active duty you 
may have  incurred. 

M i n i m u m   A c t i v e   D u t y  (All Of f icers) .  Your minimum 
active  service is specified  in the  directive which de- 
scribes the  program  through which you obtained 
your commission,  or in  the agreement  executed by 
you. 

Reserve officers who  are  involuntarily  called to 
active duty  are not eligible  to resign until  completing 
the  period for which  called. 

Addi t iona l   Act ive   Du ty  (All Of f icers) .  A period of 
commissioned active  service in addition  to  the 
minimum  described  above is  usually required  when 
you participate in certain  undergraduate,  postgrad- 
uate,  and  special  instructional  programs.  The 
additional service  is specified  in the directive 
which  describes the program  concerned. 

T o u r   Co mpl e t i o n .  Approval of your  resignation also 
will normally be  withheld  until you have  completed: 

One  year  at  your  current  duty  station; 
A normal  tour if serving  outside the continental 

U. S. (Alaska  and  Hawaii are outside CONUS);  

A normal sea tour (as reflected in your  projected 
rotation date) when  attached  to  a  nonrotated  ship, 
fleet aviation unit, or other mobile unit  with  a  home 
port  or  permanent  station  outside CONUS. 

Also, if you submit  your  resignation  after  orders 
are issued (or you are notified that  orders will be 
issued) for you to  report  to a  new duty station, you 
must  meet the tour  completion  requirements at  the 
new station. 

An exception applies if you are  serving  your mini- 
mum required  active  service  (unless  additional  such 
service is incurred), But here,  you  must notify the 
Chief of Naval Personnel at least six months  ahead 
of time  that you intend  to resign, and  then  submit 
your  resignation  four  to six months  before  completing 
your required  active service. 

Exceptions. As noted  earlier, there  are exceptions 
to the resignation policies. Requests  are  considered 
if there is a  genuine  hardship and, except in the most 
unusual  circumstances,  resignations  submitted by 
women officers for reasons set  forth in article 
3830160( 2 )  of the BuPers Manual  (pregnancy, for 
example) will be  accepted  immediately. (If your 
personnel office has  not  yet  received  a copy of the 
new  Manual, the  old-Manual  article is C-10330( 2 )  . )  

Also, officers may resign early  and  receive  what 
amounts to an  “early  out” to attend college at  the 
graduate or undergraduate level (not counting  sum- 
mer sessions).  Here,  however, all “final  action” re- 
quirements  must  be  met. In other  words,  evidence 
of formal  acceptance  by  a  college  must  accompany 
the  request  for  early  resignation. If approved, you 
may be  separated not more  than  three  months  before 
you would  complete  your  required  active service, 
nor more  than 10 days  before  the  registration date 
prescribed by the College you are to attend. 
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Reserve   Appoin tments .  As already  indicated,  a Reg- 
ular Navy officer  who  has not satisfied his military 
obligation may  resign to  accept  an  appointment in the 
Kava1  Reserve. Other Regular officers who  volun- 
tarily resign are  automatically  considered  for  ap- 
pointment in the Reserve unless they specify other- 
wise. 

Tempora ry   Appo in tmen t s  

The policy contained in SecNav  Inst. 1920.5A ap- 
plies to  temporary officers and  warrant officers whose 
permanent,  probationary or acting  status is warrant 
or enlisted. 

In general, you  may request  termination of your 
temporary  appointment  and reversion to your  perma- 
nent,  probationary or acting  status in order  to: 

Continue on active duty; 
Receive an  honorable  discharge  upon  expiration of 

Transfer  to the  Fleet Reserve. 
You may not  request reversion to a  previous  tem- 

porary  warrant officer status. 
With  the  general  requirements discussed earlier in 

mind,  your  request normally would be  approved  once 
you have  completed: 

Three years of active  duty in the  temporary of- 
ficer  status,  plus  time-in-grade  requirements  contained 
in  SecNav  Inst. 1811.3 series. 

enlistment; 

One  year at your  current  duty  station. 
One  year  at your ultimate  station if en  route or 

A normal  tour  when  serving  outside CONUS. 
A normal  sea  tour  reflected in your  projected 

rotation date if attached to a  nonrotated  ship,  fleet 
aviation  unit,  or  other mobile unit  with  home  port 
or  permanent  station  outside CONUS. 

Your request  probably  would not be  approved if 
submitted  after you receive  orders to report  to  a  new 
duty  station,  or  are  notified  that  such  orders  are 
being  issued. 

A final  word  to  temporary  officers: If you might 
be  eligible  for  voluntary  retirement or transfer to 
the  Fleet Reserve,  you are  encouraged  to review the 
relevant BuPers and SecNav  instructions ( 1811.1 
series and 1811.3 series, respectively). It usually is 
to your  financial  advantage  to  apply  for  retirement 
in  your  temporary  grade, if eligible, rather  than to 
request  termination of your  temporary  appointment 
with reversion and transfer  to the Fleet Reserve. 

proceeding via temporary duty points. 

Requests  

Resignations and  requests for termination of tem- 
porary  appointments  should  be  addressed  to  the  Sec- 
retary of the Navy, and  submitted to reach the Chief 
of Naval Personnel  between  four and six months  be- 
fore the  date requested: 

All relevant  information  should  be  included. Your 
commanding officer should  comment on the  circum- 
stances and, in the case of Regular officers, state 
whether  an  appointment in the Reserve  is  recom- 
mended. 

Your request  should usually be  submitted only 
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via your CO,  the chief of an  appropriate  bureau or 
office  (in  the  case of restricted line and staff corps 
officers)  and, of course, the Chief of Naval  Personnel. 
Information copies, together  with  your CO’s  com- 
ments,  may be sent  to  other seniors in  your  chain 
of command if required by them. 

In the case of temporary  appointments,  and if 
otherwise  appropriate,  a  completed Application for 
Transfer to the  Fleet  Reserve  (NavPers 630), plus  a 
statement  from  a  medical officer that you are  physi- 
cally qualified  for the  Fleet Reserve, should  accom- 
pany  your  request. 

A resignation  or  request to  terminate a  temporary 
appointment  has  no  effect  until  it is accepted by the 
Secretary of the Navy. However,  once  accepted, the 
action is considered  final, and SecNav may reject any 
request  to change  the action. 

But, if you do request  that your resignation be 
withdrawn,  and  SecNav  approves,  any  reference to 
the  resignation is also removed  from  your official 
record if specifically requested  upon  withdrawal. 

List o f  New  Motion  Pictures  Currently 
Available to  Ships and Overseas Bases 

Here’s a list of recently  released  16-mm  feature 
motion pictures  available  to  ships and overseas  bases 
from the Navy Motion Picture Service. 

Movies in color are  designated  by ( C )  and those 
in wide-screen processes by (WS). 

Otley ( C )  : Comedy;  Tom  Courtenay, Romy 
Schneider. 

The Italian Job (WS)   (C)  : Drama; Michael Caine, 
Noel  Coward. 

The Maltese Bippy (WS) ( C ) :  Comedy;  Dan 
Rowan, Dick  Martin. 

The Boys of Paul Street (WS)  (C)  : Comedy  Dra- 
ma; Anthony Kemp,  William  Burleigh. 

Mayerling (WS)   (C) :  Romantic  Drama;  Omar 
Sharif,  Catherine  Deneuve. 

The Chairman (WS  (C):  Drama;  Gregory  Peck, 
Anne Heywood. 

The Fixer ( C )  : Drama; Alan  Bates,  Dirk Bogarde. 
The  Desperados ( C ) :  Western; Vince Edwards, 

Jack Palance. 
The  Green Slime (WS) ( C )  : Science  Fiction; Rob- 

ert  Horton,  Lucinda Paluzzi. 
Narco Men (WS)   (C) :  Drama;  Tom  Tryon, 

Lorenzo  Guerrieri. 
Run Wild,  Run  Free ( C ) :  Drama;  John Mills, 

Mark Lester. 
The  Wrecking  Crew ( C )  : Adventure  Comedy; 

Dean  Martin,  Elke  Sommer. 
The  Good  Guys and the Bad Guys (WS) ( C ) :  

Comedy  Western;  Robert  Mitchum,  George  Kennedy. 
The Lost Man (WS) ( C ) :  Drama;  Sidney  Poitier, 

Joanna Shimkus. 
Three Into Two  Won’t Go ( C ) :  Drama; Rod 

Steiger,  Claire Bloom. 
The Rain People ( C )  : Drama;  Shirley  Knight, 

lames Cam. 
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Needed: - 
Uncommon Skill 

THE AUTOMOBILE can be a  deadly  device. So can 
a motorcycle. 
This  report from the Sixth Naval  District at Charles- 

ton  reviews  some of the basic rules of motorcycle 
safety. If you prefer  two  wheels  to  four, this may be 
just the time for a  refresher course. 

For  transportation or enjoyment,  a  motorcycle  has a 
certain appeal  for some. Regardless of the purpose, 
driving  a  motorcycle calls for a  combination of un- 
common skill and  common sense. In negligent  hands 
it’s a  potential killer. 

Here  are some  basic rules of motorcycle  safety: 
Proper  clothing is essential.  Since most motorcycle 

deaths result from head injuries, a  helmet is at  the  top 
of the list of must  items.  Statistics  show  that  a  helmet 
reduces the  odds you’ll be killed in an accident by 25 
to 50 per  cent,  depending on other factors. The Safe- 
ty  Helmet  Council of America tags  approved  helmets 
with the label Z90.1. 

Your cycling  outfit should include gloves, solid 
street shoes  or  boots, long  trousers and long-sleeve 
shirt. (A short-sleeve  shirt or bermuda  shorts could 
mean lost skin if you take  a  spill.)  Never  wear sneak- 
ers, loafers, sandals or cutaway shoes  on a cycle. 

Many  automobile-motorcycle  accidents occur be- 
cause the  car  driver doesn’t see  the cyclist. Brightly 
colored clothing will improve  your  chances of being 
seen. 

Reflective tape  added  to various  parts of your bike 
and  clothing will increase  your  chances of being seen 
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by other  drivers.  Check  your local law in this  regard. 
South  Carolina, for example,  requires  at least four 
square  inches of reflective tape on  each  side of the 
helmet. 

Your bike  should  ,have  a  windshield. If it  doesn’t, 
wear  goggles  or  a  helmet  equipped  with  a  bubble 
shield.  State laws may vary  on  requirements for one  or 
more of these  three  safety  features. 

Care of your  machine is important. Always know 
the condition of your  lights,  horn,  brakes and tires. A 
blowout  at 40 or 50 miles an hour in a  car is bad 
enough,  but  on  a  bike. . . . 

You have  plenty  to  think  about  underway,  and  a 
swivel-neck  comes in handy. Keep your  eyes  on what’s 
ahead, in your  mirrors, to the  side and along the way. 
Keep  tuned in on  rpm,  speed,  battery  charge  and  gear 
ratio. 

Approach  each  intersection,  side  road and drive- 
way as though  as  enemy  soldier is there  waiting  to 
hit  you.  Remember that stop signs don’t always  stop 
cars. 

Watch  the  car in front of you,  and don’t always 
believe what you see. Some people  signal  left and  turn 
left.  Others  signal  left  and  turn  right. Some don’t sig- 
nal at all. 

.* Keep  well  clear of parked  cars. A door  can  open 
in an  instant. Watch for  exhaust  fumes from a newly 
started  engine,  wheels  turned out or any  other sign 
that  a  car might  pull  out.  Chances  are  the  driver won’t 
be  looking  for  you. 

Proper  braking is often  misunderstood. Many cy- 
clists harbor the misconception that using the froni 
brake will toss  you over  the  handlebar.  This is not  true. 
On  a modern  bike,  the  front  brake  should  bear  about 
70 per  cent of the braking  load. If you  don’t use  it, you 
have only 30 per  cent  braking  efficiency.  (Using  both 
brakes  simultaneously is usually  ideal,  although some 
riders  prefer to use one or the  other  an  instant  before 
bringing  the  second  into  play. Use the  braking method 
that feels  best-safest-to  you.) 

Cyclists in a  hurry  sometimes  ride  the  centerline 
and squeeze  between  cars. Watch  it.  That  white  stripe 
is more slippery  than  the  rest of the road  surface, es- 
pecially in rainy  weather.  And, you never  know  when 
a  car  might  change  lanes as  you’re passing. . . . 

Weaving in and  out of traffic is foolhardy.  Wheel 
standing may be eye-catching  to some girl you’re try- 
ing  to  impress, but it’s heart-stopping-yours-if you 

Storm  drains,  standing  water, piles of leaves and 
oil or  grease  drippings  wait in ambush.  Slippery  or 
bumpy  areas  are  best  handled  at low speeds,  upright 
and with  extreme  caution. 

Turns  add  other  dangers,  often in the  form of sand 
and gravel. Bad weather  compounds  this  danger. Take 
a  corner too fast and you might not take  it  at all. 

Carry  a  passenger only if your  bike is equipped 
for two riders.  This  means  a  seat,  foot  pegs and seat 
strap  or  handrail  for  your  passenger. And you need ex- 
tra skill before  attempting  to  carry  another  rider. It’s 
your job as  the  driver to do  the balancing for both of 
you. And take  it  extra easy until  your  rider  becomes 
accustomed  to the bike. 

A passenger  should be as properly  dressed  for 
cycling as  you are  yourself-including  helmet,  boots, 
gloves and  jacket. 

Check  out  the possibility of joining  a  motorcycle 
club. Don’t be  fooled  into  thinking that all such  clubs 
are  hangouts  for  cycle  bums.  Members of reputable 
clubs  have  one common interest-motorcycling-espci- 
ally safe  motorcycling. 

foul  up. 

After reading the above, you may be interested in 
other  pointers about driving safety. I f  so, check the 
following issues of ALL HANDS, May 1969, p a g  22, 
and  August 1969, page 43. 
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nated is eligible  for the  award.  forwarded  to  the  command for distribution. 
Navymen  who are on active duty  and Naval Re- Documentary  evidence in service records i s  suf- 

servists in organized  units, if they  are eligible for  the ficient  to  establish  eligibility. If such  records do not 
award, usually receive the  award automatically.  Their exist, an affidavit that you were in a ship or serving 
commanding officer furnishes the Chief of Naval  Per- with a unit  during  the  eligibility  period is sufficient. 
sonnel  with the  number of men eligible  for the award Questions  concerning the right  to  wear a unit  award 
and  the ribbon  bars and facsimiles of the citation  are ribbon  should be  submitted  to Pers-E. 

Carrier  Anti-  23 Jan - 22 Mor 68  Fleet  Air Reconnaissance  Squadron  1  Oct 66 - 15  Jun 69 

Kennebec (A0   36 )  
One 

+ ,. 2 - 2 1  Moy 69  Fighter Squadron 54  20 - 22  Mar 69 
Heavy  Attock  Squodron  10, Det 61 20 - 2 2  Mor 69 
Helicopter  Antisubmarine  Squadron 20 - 22  Mar 69 

I Lyman K. Swenson (DD 729)  20 - 22 Mor 69 Two,  Det  61 
20 - 27  Apt 69 

Helicopter  Combat  Support  Squadron  28  Jon - 5  Feb 68  

Lynde McCormick (DDG  8) 
Mohan (DLG  11) 
Mars  (AFS  1) ~ 30  Apr 69 

Seven, Det  101 

Seven, Det  102 

.. .. - .  . - . - - . - - . . - 
Helicopter  Combat  support  squadron a Feb - 17 Mar 68 

20 - 30  Apr 69 
20 - 22  Mar 69 

Helisopter  Combat  Support  Squadron 21 Jan - 4 Mor 68 
Seven, Det  11  1 

QA.onogrophic  Development  Squadron  3 - 19 Jun 68  and 

I 
I O'Bannon (DD  450) 1 - 11 May 69 Eight  in Project  Magnet  (porticipat-  19  Feb - 15  Mar  68 

ing  aircrews) klahomo  City  (CLG 5) 
Paricutin  (AE  18) 
Parsons  (DDG  33) 
Perry (DD  844)  20  Apri l  - 9 May 69 
Picking (DD  685) 23  Jon - 22 Mor 68  
Radford  (DD  446) 
Ranger 'fCVA 61)  and  Attack  Carrier  23  Jan - 22 & h 6 8  

Antisqbmaiine  Squadron 20 - 22 Mor 69 
6 1  

%on TWO (VP 2) 
20 - 22  Mar 69 

Jan - Feb 68  
(Operation  Formotion Srm-1 

Patmi Sauadron Fou. IVP A\ 1 Feb - IO Jul 67 

" Potrol Squadron  Six (VP  6)  

..-., 
. . - - - - - -.  -. 
1 Aug  68 - 31  Jan  69 

1  Jan - 30  Jun  68 

I Richord  8. Anderson (DD  7861  19 - 2 7   A m  69 I Oct 66 - 14 Jon 67 
1 - 5 May 69 

I ,~ - ~ 

" : " 3 . 4 ' s ; & @ * # @ r @ ~ "  
15  Apr - 15 Moy 69 

.20 Apr - 9 May 69 Patrol Squadron 17  (VP  17)  1 Oct - 5 Dec 66 
Sacramento (AOE  1) - 27  Apr 69 Jon - Peb 68 
Saint  Paul  (CA  73) 
Shelton (DD 7 9 0 r  

(Operation  Formotion  Star) 

Sterett  (DLG  31)  20 - 22  Mor  69 
17  Apr - 15 May 69 

Tappahannock (A0   43)   17  - 21  Apr  69 
Tjconderoga (CVA  14) and  Attack  23  Jon - 22  Mar  68 

ihderoga (CVA  14) and  Attack 20 - 27  Apr 69 

Patrol Squadron 19  (VP  19)  1 Oct 66 - 31  Jan  67 
1 Feb - 31  Jul   68 

Squadron 22 "- 
. . . . - . . . - - 

! ;Air   Wing  19 Patrol Squadron 26 
(Operation  Formation ! 

( V P  22) 1 Jul 68 - 14 Jon 69 
(VP  26)  Jon - Feb 68 

Star) 

Waddell  (DDG  24) 20  - 27  Apr 69 
Yorktown  (CVS  10) and  Carrier  Anti- 23 Jan - 22  Mar  68 

submarine Ai r  Group 55 
Attack  Carrier A i r   Wing  Two 20 - 22  Mar 69 
Commander  Destroyer  Squadron  15 20  - 22  Mor 69 
Commander  Destroyer  Squadron  23 23  Jan - 22  Mar  68 
Commander Dertroyer Squadron 31 23  Jan - 22 Mor 68 

Patrol Squadron 28  (VP  28)  15  Jan - 15  Jun 69 
Patrol Squadron 40   (VP   40)  1 Feb - 15 Jun 69 
Patrol Squadron 46   (VP   46 )  15  Jan - 30  Jun  67 
Patrol Squadron 47   (VP   47 )  1  Jul - 30 Dec 67 
Potrol Squadron 48   (VP   48)  31  Jul   67 - 31  Jan  68 
Reconnaissance  Attack  Squadron  Nine 20 - 22 Mor 69 
Tactical  Electronic  Warfore  Squadron 20 - 22 Mor 69 

30,  Det  61 
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More  on  Reporting  Period 
SIR: Article  3410150 8. a. of the 

BuPers  Manual states: “. . . report of 
enlisted  evaluation,  NavPers 792, is 
one . . . which  covers the entire  eval. 
uation  period or a significant  portion 
thereof.” 

As I see it, the phrase  “significant 
period  thereof”  would  involve  special 
periods  such  as the difference  in  eval- 
uation  periods  when  advanced  from 
PO3 to P02, travel  time,  proceed 
time, and the like. 

However,  in the August  issue  of 
A-L HANDS (page 59), you state: 
“The  period of report  on  a  NavPers 
792 will  include the entire  past  evalu- 
ation  period,  regardless of the com- 
mand  assigned.” 

I may be wrong, but I just  don’t 
buy  this.  Evaluating  a  man  while  en 
route  to  his  new  duty  station  could 
hardly  be  considered  a  just  evaluation, 
as the man  may be  technically at- 
tached to the new  command the day 
he  is  transferred,  but  he  would  not 
be  under the command’s  cognizance 
as far  as  justly  evaluating the man. 

It strikes  me that it  would be more 
fair - and  more  correct - to  evaluate 
a man  from the day of reporting  to 
the next  evaluation  period  instead of 
the end of the last  evaluation  period.- 
PhT3 s. R. H.. USNR. 

For continuity  purposes, it is  de- 
sirable that  there be no lapses  in 
eualuation  reports. I f  a member has 
been  in school, in leave status or in 
transit  most of the eoaluation  period, 
and reports to a new command  shortly 
before  an  evaluation is due,  the  com- 
manding  officer should indicate  this 
on  the report, and assign “Not ob. 
served” marks. 

Under  the  circumstances  you  de- 
scribe, the  new command need not, 
in most cases, prepare an evaluation. 
The  man should have receioed a 
special eoaluation when  he was  trans- 

& i 

munications from  within the naval service 
This section is open to unofficial com- 

op matters o f  general intergst. However, 

with Navy Regulations regarding the for- 
it  is not  intended to conflict in any way 

wording  of  official  mail through channels, 
nor is  it to substitute  for the  policy o f  
obtaining information  from loco1  commands 

postage or return envelopes. Sign  full name 
in  all possible instances.  Do not send 

and  address. Address letter  to  Editor,  ALL 

sonnel, Novy Dept., Washington, D.C. 20370. 
HANDS, Pars GIS, Bureau of Naval Per- 

1 I 

ferred from his  previous  command 
Therefore, unless  more than 90 days 
had elapsed since the special evalua- 
tion,  a regular evaluation  need not 
be prepared.-ED. 

On Boat  Gongs 
SIR: It has  been  some  time  since 

ALL HANDS has  discussed the proper 
use of boat  gongs  to  announce the ar- 
rival or departure  is of a  commanding 
officer,  division  commander, or other 
officer. 

While I can find nothing  official 
on  this  subject, I contend that the 
use of boat  gongs to announce  arrival 
or  departure  is not an  honor,  but 
only an announcement that the cap  
tain (or other  official) is  on  board 

I Right  Arm Rates I 
SIR: How  many  ratings  were  con- 

sidered  “right  arm  rates”  during 
World  War 11, and what  were  their 
designations?-C. C. A.,  QMC, USN. 

There  were  nine rating badges 
formerly  worn  on  the  right  sleeve by 
individuals  in  these ratings: 

BM-Boatswain’s Mate 
COX-Coxswain  (now  BM3) 
QM-Quartermaster 
SM-Signalman 
GM-Gunner’s Mate 
TC-Turret  Captain  (no longer in 

FC-Fire  Controlman  (now FT) 
TM-Twpedoman’s Mate 
MN-Mineman.-ED. 

existence) 

and  available to conduct  ship’s  busi- 
ness-or that he’s  leaving and there- 
fore  not  available. 

The normal  procedure  is  for the 
captain to call the quarterdeck,  two 
or three minutes  before  he  departs,  to 
inform  them that he will  soon be  leav- 
ing the ship. The watch  then  sounds 
the  appropriate  number of gongs and 
announces: “(name of ship or com- 
mand) departing.”  When the CO 
actually  departs,  one  gong  is  sounded 
to indicate actual departure. When  he 
arrives, the procedure is the same 
(except, of  course, that the word 
“arriving”  is  used 1. 

Is this the correct  drill?-LT L. S., 
USN. 

W e  can’t give you an  absolute, 
hard-and-fast,  forevermore  answer, 
because  the regulations allow some 
latitude for the  preferences of indiuid- 
ual captains.  But we  do haoe  some 
ideas. 

The only  official  publication  on  the 
subject we could locate was  “Flugs, 
Pennants and Customs” (DNC 27 
(A)). Every  ship has a copy, and some 
sections of this basic book  are quoted 
in  “The  Watch Officer’s  Guide,” and 
other pubs.  It’ gives these instructions 
in  section 901: 

“a. For the  benefit of officers  on 
board who need to  know,  the OOD 
should indicate  the arrival  and depar- 
ture of Commanders,  Chiefs of St f f ,  
and Commanding  Officers as follows: 

“(1) Over the loudspeaker  system, 
sound the boat gong, special gong, 
or gas alarm (as locally specified)  in 
groups of two, corresponding to  the 
number of sideboys  to  which  the 
officer  announced is entitled,  followed 
by  the  announcement of the officer’s 
title as taken  from  the coxswain’s 
reply [to a boat hail]. . . . 

“b.  The arrival  and departure of a 
visiting Navy  captain or commander 
(or  officer of equiualent grade in  the 
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mnnder, Chief of Staff, OT Command- 
ing Officer, or whose  command iden- 
tity is not known on arrival to the  Of- 
ficer of the  Deck,  is  announced as spe- 
cified in paragraph 901 a . ( l )  above 
but  the  words ‘Staff Gangway’  are sub- 
stituted for the official  title.” 

Apparently  you are correct in saying 
that  the  bongs  announcing  the ar- 
rival or departure of a senior officer 
are not an  honor,  but  merely a noti- 
fication for those  on board who  need 
to  know. 

However,  the  words “arriving” and 
“departing” are not  found  in  “Flags, 
Pennants and Customs.” This practice 
is widespread,  but  it has  no official 
sanction. 

Likewise,  the  use of one gong to 
indicate “actual departure” isn’t a 
Navywide  policy. 

Since the bonging gongs are a noti- 
fication and not an  honor, an officer 
who is expert on military  requirements 
in BuPers  informs us that  they are not 
used in  the case of an  expected  visit 
in  which  sideboys are used. Presum- 
ably  the  sideboys and officers involved 
would  be  in  their places waiting for 
the  distinguished  guest, and therefore 
would need  no notification.  In  this 
situation, he says, just the  title of the 
guest is  passed  over the I M C ,  without 
bongs. 

But, of course, those of us who  have 
had much sea duty can remember 
visits  by  high officials when  the ship 
gave  everything she had:  gun salutes, 
sideboys,  the boatswain’s mate  piping 
the  guest  aboard,  the  crew at quarters, 
the band  playing-and the eight  bongs 
coming over the  loudspeakers as the 
word was  passed, “Navy (or whatever) 
arriving.” 

The official  policy  allows  some  lee- 
way. If the CO wants  the  words “ar- 
riving”  and “departing”  used, or one 
gong to  indicate  departure, or bongs 
with  sideboys,  then  that is what will 
be  done. 

The letter of promulgation for DNC 
27 (A) puts it this  way: “In cases 
where no exact guidance is provided, 
the answer should be  found  in  the 
initiative and common sense of the 
personnel concerned.” 

Which is another  way of saying 
that, at least to  some extent, you may 
play the boat gongs  by ear.-ED. 

Th i s  is how the  attack  aircraft  corrier USS John F. Kennedy (CVA 67) looks as seen 
from  a  liberty  boat en route  to  the  ship  behind a setting sun.-Photo  by PHC B. M. 

Andersen. 

Autos Purchased  Overseas 
SIH: I purchased  a  new  car  shortly 

after amving in  Yokosuka  on  per- 
manent  change of station  orders. The 
household  effects  office  told  me that 
because the car  is of foreign  manu- 
facture, I may  not  have it shipped  at 
government  expense  when I am  trans- 
ferred  back to the U.S. 

I also  was  told that should I ship 
the car at my  expense, I would  be 
levied  a ,federal excise  tax  when  it 
arrived  in the U. S. 

After  reading the article  on  auto 
laws (ALL HANDS, July 1969), I 
wonder if what  I’d  been  told  is COI- 

lect. 
You stated that a  seven  per  cent 

federal  excise  tax  on  a  foreign-made 
car  may be levied  by the U. S. Gov- 
ernment  when the car  arrives  in the 
U. S. You described three situations 
under  which the tax  might  be  levied, 
and one  under which it probably 
would not. 

The would-not  situation  sounds  ex- 
actly  like  mine. To quote your article: 

“When  you . . . purchase  a  foreign- 
made  car  for  your  personal  use  upon 
arrival at your  overseas  station,  and, 
at the end of  your tour,  have the car 
shipped  to the U. S. along  with  your 
personal and other  household  goods 
. . . you  would  be  exempt  from the 
tax.” 

This  seems  to  discredit  what I’d 
been  told  about tax  liability. 

But  what  may  be  more  important 
from the financial  standpoint, you 
suggest that foreign-made  cars  can 
be  shipped at government  expcnse. 

I’m  confused.-SM1 S. W. C. 

The general rule described in  the 
“Supply  Systems Manual” is that 
foreign-made autos purthased over- 
seas, or for delivery overseas, by  DOD 
personnel and dependents, may not 
be  shipped at government  expense. 

However,  there are so many  excep- 
tions that our  passing reference  to 
the  matter last July allowed for the 
possibility that-under certain  circum- 
stances-you could have your car 
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shipped at government  expense. 
None of the  exceptions  apply  to 

you, but they  may  apply  to  other 
Navymen, so here they are. 

The government will ship your for. 
eign-made car if you: 

-Owned or  had the car on  order 
before 6 Mar 1961. 

-Purchased the car while stationed 
in Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Vir- 
gin Islands, Guam,  Midway, Wake 
Island, American Samoa or the Canal 
Zone. 

-Are ordered to or from  an areu 
which  does not have  adequate fa- 
cilities  for  repair and maintenance 
of cars produced and assembled in 
the  United States (these areas  are 
listed in Paragraph 58302 of the 
“Supply  Systems  Manual”). 

-Originally purchased the car i n  
or for delivery  to  the  United States. 

-Can produce  documentary eui- 
dence  which shows  you purchased the 
car used after 6 Mar 1961, and pur- 
chased it  from someone else in DOD 
who was eligible to  have  the car 
shipped at government  expense  be- 
fore 6 Mar 1961. 

-Are killed, missing or captured 
overseas. 

Note  that if while overseas you 
purchase a new American-manufac- 
tured car that was assembled in  the 
United States, you may  have it 
shipped at government  expense pro- 
vided  you  bought  the car through a 
foreign national franchised dealer. 

Now for the  seven per cent  fed- 
eral excise tax,  which applies to  both 
new and used foreign-made cars im- 
ported to  the  United States on and 
after 15  Jan  1968. 

Liability is determined  on  an  in- 
dividual basis after you  ship  the car 
and the  lnternal  Revenue Service 
sends  you  the appropriate forms. You 
then present your case for not paying 
the  tax. 

If it  is ruled that  you are liable, 
you must  file a Quarterly Federal Ex- 
cise Tax  Return (Form 720) on or 
IJefore  the last day of the  month 
following the calendar quarter during 
which  you  imported  the car into  the 
u. s. 

In your case, it appears the tax will 
not be  required. To review  what we 
said  last July: I f  you possess the auto 

lor a large part of your overseas tour, 
it  is  reasonable to conclude  that you 
bought  it  for your personal use  over- 
seas  rather than as an inexpensive 
car to ship back to  the States. In other 
words, you should be  exempt  from 
the tax if importing  it  is “incidental” 
lo your use of it overseas. 

But  remember that liability for the 
tax is  determined on  an individual 
basis after the car is shipped.  Once 
again, here are the situations in  which 
the tax might  be  levied: 

-Before departing  the U. S .  to visit 
a foreign country,  you order a foreign- 
made  auto to  be delivered to  you at 
p u r  overseas destination ( the  so- 
called “tourist delivery  plan”). Your 
order and payment are forwarded to 
the  manufacturer  before you depart 
the U. S., and transportation of the 
car to  the U. S .  is prearranged. Re- 
turning to  the U. s., you use  the auto 
for personal travel. 

-You are stationed overseas, but 
have received transfer orders for 
stateside duty.  After  notification of 
your reassignment,  you purchase a 

Inquiry on the 
Navy  Uniform 
SIR: Some  people  on  our  ship 

are  convinced that the 13 buttons 
on the enlisted  dress  blue  uniform 
trousers  represent the original 13 
colonies. 

I distinctly  recall  reading  some- 
where ( probably  in ALL HANDS)  
that there is no basis  for  this  be- 
lief.  Can  you settle  this  age-old 
-Irgument?-MMl, J. W. C., USN. 

Probably not, but we’ll try. 
There is tw, no, no (13  times) 

relationship between  the  13 but- 
tons and the  13 colonies. Or states. 

You might point out  to your op- 
oonents that,  before  1894,  the 
!rousers  had only seven  buttons. 
rt wasn’t until the broadfall front 
uas enlarged that  the  13  buttons 
were added to  the  uniform, and 
;hen only  to add symmetry of de- 
sign. 

Your authority for these  two 
statements in  the paragraph above 
is not ALL HANDS, but  the Naval 
Uniform Board.-ED. 

foreign-made car  and have  it shipped 
to the U. S .  for your personal use. 

-You go to a neighboring  country 
and buy a foreign-made car from a 
dealer there. You drive  the car into 
the U. S .  after  delivery  from  the 
foreign dealer. 

And  there is one  matter  you  over- 
looked-the duty  that  might  be levied 
against the car you buy overseas and 
ship  to  the  States. In general, if you 
are stationed overseas on government 
orders for at least 140  days, and the 
auto is in your possession before 
shipment,  it  may  be  shipped  duty 
free if you include copies of the or- 
ders transferring you to  the U. S .  
You may  have someone else meet  the 
shipment at the port of entry if he 
(or  she ) has a copy of your orders 
and a letter from  you authorizing the 
pickup. 

If after all this you’re  still confused, 
it might be helpful  to remember the 
U. S .  balance of payments  deficit 
which has been  behind  many restric- 
tions that  affect  servicemen and de- 
pendents overseas. 

The U. S .  balance of international 
payments is what’s left  in  the Treas- 
ury at the end of a fixed period after 
all  dollars have  entered or left  the 
country. 

A balance of payments  deficit can 
develop  when  the  flow of dollars 
abroad creates a drain  on our gold 
reserves. 

For example, the  money  you  pay an 
overseas businessman for a foreign 
car eventually is combined with other 
dollar receipts in that  country, and 
then exchanged for the gold we use 
to back up our currency. 

By  law,  the U. S .  sells a portion of 
its  gold to  foreign  banks or gooern- 
naents in  exchange for the dollars ac- 
cumulated abroad. When  the U. S. 
dollar is in a state of plenty  abroad, 
requests for  gold increase. This means 
a balance of payments  deficit; a heavy 
run  on our gold  reserves; the U. P. 
dollar may  be placed in a state of 
distrust. 
U. S .  economists enoisioned just 

such a situation in late 1960. The 
heavy  spending of American dollars 
by U. S .  citizens overseas had created 
a drain on our gold reserves. And 
much of the responsibility belonged 
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Fort Marion Bids Farewell 
SIR: I’m  a  resident of San  Diego 

and often  hear  about a ship named 
uss Fort Marion (LSD 22 ). How- 
ever,  I  have  never  seen  any  detailed 
account of her  history. 

Since  she  is  in the local  news so 
often,  will you tell us  more about  her? 
”Mrs. D. D., San  Diego. 

Fort  Marion, a dock landing  ship 
built  during  World War 11, has oper- 
ated from San Diego for many years. 
But  you won’t be seeing her in  the 
future.  After a long  career she has 
bidden farewell to  the Fleet. 

Fort  Marion was  built at Chick- 
asaw, Ala., and commissioned in  Jan- 
uary 1946.  She  was  named after a 
Spanish  defense  works  built in 1672 
near St.  Augustine, Fla. 

Fort  Marion first began  to  operate 
from San  Diego in May  1946. She re- 
paired landing  craft,  moved cargo be- 
tween San Diego and Sun Francisco, 
participated in  amphibious exercises 
off the California coast, and in  1949 
made  the first of many  deployments 
to  the Far East. 

In 1950,  she  mooed troops and 
equipment  to Pusan and landed 
Marines at the strategic island of 
Wolmi  Do,  the seizure of which  made 
the  landings at lnchon possible. She 
next lay off Inchon, caring for person- 
nel casualties and small craft, and 
later performed similar duty off 
Wonsun. 

O n  6 Apr  1951, Fort Marion landed 
American and British Marines on  the 
east  coast of Korea; the  commando? 

destroyed a section of coastal  railwa!y 
and then returned  to  the  LSD. 

Fort Marion was  awarded the 
Korean Presidential Unit  Citation for 
the  variety of actions during her first 
deployment  to Korea. 

Af tm a year at San Diego, Fort 
Marion returned to Korea and from 
April 1952  to  January  1953 operated 
with  an  amphibious  construction  bat- 
talion and a mine squadron. 

She was overhauled in 1953 and 
fitted  with a mezzanine  deck and 
helicopter platform. 

In December  1953, Fort Marion re- 
sumed  duty as a minesweeper  tender 
at Sasebo and later participated in 
amphibious exercises off Japan and 
Okinawa. She returned to her home 
port with  five battle stars for service 
in Korea. 

The  LSD took part in exercises in 
the Hawaiian area, and in May  1955 
participated in Operation Wigwam, 
an experiment with atomic explosions 
underwater. 

Fort Marion made  other  deploy- 
ments  to  WestPac  for  mine and am- 
phibious warfare operations, and in 
1959  made headlines at home  when 
she rescued three  men  from San 
Diego harbor. ( A  Son Diego water 
taxi collided with a mooring buoy 
near the  Naval Station and the  three 
men on board were rescued from  thc 
sinking craft by an alert Fort Marion 
boat crew.) 

In 1960,  she  mooed  into  the yards 
for modernization  which  added years 
to her lifespan. In November of that 
year she  was ready for  Far East duty 

Royal  British  Marine  raiding  party leaves USS Fort  Marion (LSD 22) to destroy enemy 

supply line on  shore in North Korea in  1951. 

once again, and joined with  the Third 
Marine Division, then stood by in 
a ready  force  during  the Laotian 
crisis. She worked in  such exercises 
as Operation Circle and the  SEAT0 
operation Pony Express, and then re- 
turned  to San Diego in July 1961. 

The following  April, Fort Marion 
moved  with  civilian scientists and 
equipment  to  Johnston Island where 
she participated in Operation  Dominic 
high  altitude nuclear tests. 

In April 1963, Fort Marion received 
an award for battle  efficiency, and the 
following  January  steamed  indepen- 
dently  to  Okinawa  with  advance 
troops for Operation Back Pack. Dur- 
ing this exercise, conducted jointly by 
the  United States and the Republic 01 
China, Fort  Marion served both as a 
primary control ship and boat haven, 
or “mother” ship for smaller craft. 

After a variety of other Far East 
operations, Fort Marion returned  to 
San Diego in August  1964.  She par- 
ticipated in operations between her 
home port and Hawaii, and in March 
1965  moved  troops and equipment 
from Pearl Harbor to Okinawa as the 
crisis  escalated in  Vietnam. 

More recently, Fort Marion has per- 
formed a variety of supp ly  missions, 
amphibious assault operations, and 
boat haven,  support and repair work 
in Vietnam. 

The  LSD took  part in  two  amphib- 
ious operations near the demilitarized 
zone. As a primary control ship, she 
directed waves of troop boats onto 
the beach.  She also  has served as a 
control ship for river operations. 

In November  1967, Fort Marion 
helped salvage an  LST  that had run 
aground near Doc Phu. 

She returned to San  Diego in Jan- 
uary 1968 for leave and upkeep,  after 
having  spent  42  days  in  the  combat 
zone.  (Someone  figured  that  during 
this  deployment Fort Marion truoeled 
more  than 25,000 miles,  moved 159 
men, 1000 tons of supplies,  453 pal- 
lets,  133  vehicles, two aircraft and 
310  landing  craft.) 

She  made  one more deployment  in 
1968-69 and announcement has been 
made  that  she will be  decommissioned. 

She  deserves a rote of thanks for a 
job well done.-ED. 
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CYN3 Gregory L. Stevens, USN 

” . . . Hey,  Chief . . . I mode Third!“ 

SN John W. Benson, USN 

“He  soid scotch ond soda . . . water  makes  him 

seasick. . . ” 
CTC  Ernest M. Mawn, Jr., USN 

e 

CTC  Ernest M. Mawn,  Jr., USN 

“Whotsamatto  kid . . . don’t you know o delicacy  when 
you see one?” 

L T J G  Frederick W. Weil, USNR 

Rumor  Central,  Smitherr speaking! 

”Chief, there’s on SF1 Noah  from  downtown  thot  wonts 
t o  order two  of  everything we hove in stock!” 
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17- STARTED OYT a s  an ordinary  workday for Ship’s Serviceman 
3rd Class  Alex Stewart  at  McMurdo  Station,  Antarctica. 
He was laying  out his stock of razors, cigarettes  and  such for 

the wintering-over staff when  he  noticed  the  crate  stuck back 
in the  corner. 

As far as we know  from the NavNews report, Alex hadn’t 
ordered  it. He certainly wasn’t prepared  for  the stenciled  label: 

“Yo-yo, Wooden,  Hesitating, Official Charlie Brown Type; 
One Gross.” 

He opened  the box and  found  that  it  did,  indeed, contain  one 
hundred  and forty-four  multicolored yo-yos, emblazoned  with 
likenesses of Charlie, Snoopy, Linus  and  Lucy. 

Alex made  the notation  in his stock inventory: 144 Charlie 
13rown YO-YOS. 

And before you could  say  Good  Grief, the  great Antarctica yo- 
yo craze was on. 

By the  end of the  day, Alex had sold 120 yo-yos (including 
one  to  himself).  McMurdo  went yo-yo mad. 

They  were  even  yo-yoing  with  one hand while  they ate  with ’ 
the  other. 

Happiness, in the long Deep  Freeze winter, was a yo-yo. 
Everyone was having  a ball-even  Alex, whose  round-the-world 
trick fell halfway  short and  blacked his eye. 

Gradually all hands  became  more skillful. The clunk of an 
inexpert  maneuver  was  replaced  by the smooth whir of a well 
executed  walking-the-dog.  Men began  matching skills and  dis- 
puting points of style. 

And  soon it was  organized:  the  First  Annual  Invitational  Ant- 
arctic Yo-yo Contest.  Competition  was  hot  enough  (well,  almost) 
to  melt  the  polar ice. A winner  emerged. 

For  the  record,  the  incumbent Yo-Yo Champ of All Antarctica 
is Senior Chief  Electronics  Technician  John  Watkins,  who  per- 
formed  a flawless rocking-the-cradle. 

Any challengers?  Dust off your yo-yos and visit your  person- 
nel  office to  volunteer for Deep  Freeze. 

But  count us out. We’ve always  preferred  mumblety-peg. 

ING! The sonar of uss Carpenter (DD 825) had  made a  con- 
tact. 
‘‘Bridge, Combat. We  have a skunk bearing . . .” 
The destroyer, on  ASW  exercises off Hawaii, closed in for 

the kill. 
But the  target  had  already been  wiped out-so to  speak. It 

was a  surfboard, 120 miles  from the beach. 
A destroyerman  scooped the  board out of the  water.  It was 

apparently  undamaged.  There was no  long  distance  surfboarder 
in sight, so the seven-foot “contact” was stowed  aboard for 
further investigation, and Carpenter returned  to  her exercises. 

When  she  returned  to  Pearl  Harbor  a  few  days  later,  George 
Jones,  a  Californian  summer  student at  the University of 
Hawaii,  read  about the discovery in local papers  and visited 
Carpenter to claim his board. 

Two weeks before, he  reported,  he  had been  shooting the 
curl at Waikiki and  found himself washed  ashore  boardless. 

Carpenter didn’t  divulge  her scores  on the exercise. But Jones, 
now reunited  with his board,  thinks  her  sonarmen  are 4.0. 
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A T   R I G H T :  OCEAN GEMS-With water 
sparkling  like jewels, a crewmember 
o f  USS Josephus  Daniels (DLG  27) 
looks out to  sea.-Photo by PHI A. 
A. Clemons, USN.  
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